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Board Approves 76 Budget
Stability Remains a Question

Main Campus FY76 Budget-Revenue Sources

Graduate
Conservator

• Caucus Planned - see page 1
• Graduate Education - see page 2
• Minority Faculty Members - see page 4

Georgetown's former Vice-President for Educational Affairs Fr.
Edmund G. Ryan S.J. has accepted the Presidency of Seattle
University .

To meet the approximately 9.4
per cent increase in tuition,
undergraduate financial aid has
been increased proportionally.
''The need for financial aid

University President, the Rev.
R. J. Hnele, SJ said: "I congratu
late Father Ryan on his appoint
ment and 1 wish him all success."

The statement continued,
"This appointment makes Father
a member of the Board of
Directors of the Association of
Jesuit Colleges and Universities."

Prepared bV the Office of the Budget

'nternational Pro...
... ams $1:}4 000

, 13.2'1(,)

administration.
Since hilt dismissal, Fr. Ryan

has served as a consultant for
various organizations, including
the University of Pittsburgh Grad
uate Business School and the
American Aasociation of Com
munity and Junior Colleges.

He told The HOYA on Wednes
day that he WIS "very happy to
have a chance to put my own
ideas into practice ... 111 be
solely responsible. If something
goes wrong now the only one to
blame is me."

Fr. Ryan had high praise
Wednesday for the students,
Jesuits and faculty of Georp·
town, and said that the University
has a great future. He said that his
"sincere interest in education"
motivated him to accept Seattle's
offer.

Seattle University, located in
Seattle, Washington, is composed
of six schools, and has a student
population of approximately
4,000 students. Fr. Ryan termed
the offer from Seattle University
"an invitation that I can't re
fuse .. "as an educator, as an
American, as a Jesuit."

Chairman O'Brien spoke for
the Seattle Board of Directors in
saying that "We are sure that
under Fr. Ryan's intelligent and
incisive leadership Seattle Univer
sity will move forward decisively
throughout the seventies and into
the eighties."

Fr. Edmund Ryan Elected
President of Seattle Univ.

by George Behan
Fr. Edmund G. Ryan, who was dismissed last spring IS GU's Educational Affairs Vice President, was

elected President of Seattle University, today by the University's Board of Directors. Fr. Ryan will take
office in mid-AprU, succeding, Fr. Louis Gaffney, SJ, Seattle University's President since 1970. He will be
one of the youngest Presidents of the 28 Jesuit Colleges and Universities in the country.

In a statement released today, the Chairman of Seattle's Board of Directors, Robert D. O'Brien, stated:
"Father Ryan was the farst choice of the Search Committee and of the Board. We conducted a national
search for our new President and quickly learned of Fr. Ryan's national reputation as among the best of
top·night Jesuit educators."

"He made an excellent impres
sion on faculty, students, adminis
tnton, and Board members
durine his interviews on campus,"
O'Brien continued.

Seattle University, founded in
1897 as Seattle College, is a Jesuit
institution which bills itself as
"one of the Pacific Northwest's
leading Universities," and Fr.
Ryan acknowledged that "Seattle
University offers treat promise."

Fr. Ryan came to Georaetown
In 1972 as the Executive Vice
President for Educational Affairs,
under an administrative reorgani·
zation mandated by the Board of
Directors, of which he had been a
member since 1968. From 1965
until he came to GU, he served as
the Executive Vice President of
St. Peter's College in Jersey City,
N.J.

On April 4th of last year
President R. J. Henle SJ, dis
missed Fr. Ryan because of what
he termed "irreconcilable differ.
ences." Fr. Henle has yet to make
clear the meaning and extent of
these differences.

The Board of Directors upheld
Fr. Henle's decision, although
acknowledging that the decision
was "precipitous" and reeretful.
The "Board praised Fr. Ryan for
his "fine personal qualities and
administrative abilities," and the
action did spur an investigation
and reorganization of Fr. Henle's
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for their own sake." He conceded
however, that some students are
definitely restricted in their pur
suit of a liberal education by
economic circumstances and the
demands of graduate and profes
sional schools.

Turning to the role of the
administration in the university
community, Cloke expressed the
view that the administration can
only act as a facilitator. Financial
backing must come from admin
istrators but curriculum changes
and innovations in the university
must come from the student and
faculty sectors.

"New Vocationalism"

Anyone Interested in Working
for the

FREE UNIVERSITY
drop in or leave note at the office

Second Floor of O'Gara

be a "pre-professional" training
ground.

In his view, pre-professionalism
tends to be non-reflective in
nature and therefore hinders the
discovery and development of the
student's inner resources. This
bend towards professionalism
(often reCerred to as "new voca
tionalism"), according to Cloke,
results in the student defining
himself in terms of his function.

Cloke would like to see the
students "Creer to enjoy education

Senator Walter Mondale (D-Minn.), in a speech before students in
Gaston Hall, called for a strong Congress to assure an open and legal
executive branch. (Photo by Gerry Damsky)

from the Justice Department to
investigate and, if necessary,
prosecute aU executive crimes,"
Mondale continued.

Mondaie concluded his speech
expressing his deep fears that
these proposed resolutions will be
forgotten, and those trends ~hich

led to Watergate will return.
The Mondale speech was

sponsored by the Georgetown
University Lecture Fund. Guest
lecturers to appear at Georgetown
in the near future will include
John Dean, Cormer counselor to
ex-President Richard M. Nixon,
scheduled for February 17.

Davis Names English Prof.
To Vacant Ass't. Deanship

by Kathleen Noonan
The Rev. Royden B. Davis, SJ,

dean of the college of arts and
sciences, has announced the ap
pointment of Rev. Hubert J.
Cloke as Assistant Dean of the
College. Replacing Rev. Donald
Freeze, who has been named
Assistant Academic Vice Presi· '
dent, Cloke will serve as the
director of A. B. undergraduate
programs. The appointment
becomes effective July 1, 1975.

Currently on the faculty of the
English department, Dr. Cloke
hopes to continue teaching in
addition to his new administrative
duties. He stated that teaching
affords one a closer personal
contact with students than would
not be possible in a solely admin
istrative position.

Offering the idea that teaching
gives a "tangible sense of compte
tion," Cloke explained that an
administrator's job is one in which
there is no cycle of progression.
However, a professor can observe
a progression from the beginning
of the semester to the end in the
development of his students.

Describing Georgetown stu-
. dents as "very bright, but driven,"

Cloke offered that they work
under a great deal of pressure
from a sense oC obligation to
professors, parents and them
selves. This seems to have led to
students' desire that the university

SPECIAL SERViCE FROM 7:30 A.M. to 12 NOON!
2·HOUR DRY CLEANING! 2·HOUR SHIRTS!

NO EXTRA CHARGE

Pick up & deliver 338·5475
Special 10% Student Discount on dry cleaning only

ASTOR CLEANERS
.Q)"" @/eaning • 9 ailo,.iug • £ aund"J

The Finest Clftlners in Georgetown

3278 M Street, N.W. Telepho~~ 338-5475
OPEN 7:30 A.M. to 7 P.M.
SATURDAY 8 to 6 P.M.

"All Work Done On Premises"
DRY CLEANING "PRESSING WHlLE-U-WAIT"
ALTERATIONS LAUNDRY SERVICE

Second is a proposed resolu
tion that the President send all
agreements with foreign powers to
Congress in treaty form. Senator
Mondale expressed a strong desire
that Ford accept the resolution
and send the SALT agreement to
the Hill for review before a
definite commitment is made.

The struggle over the power of
the purse was the next issue.
Mondale cited Nixon's many vetos
of appropriation bills ~ an abuse
of Presidential power.

The fourth point of necessary
revision is to prevent abuse of law
enforcement agencies. "These
investigative agencies have been
used to deny the liberty of the
individual and for influencing and
corrupting the political processes
in America," Mondale said. He
expressed great pleasure in the
fact that the Congress has esta
blished a committee to investigate
the cover activities of these
investigative agencies.

Fifth, the Executive Branch
should be accountable to Congress
to the degree that the people have
a right to know. Mondale went on
to criticize the fact that the White
House gives the Congress no
accounting of the money appro
priated for use by the executive
branch. He suggests a two year
authorization to supervise White
House spending and to give the
President the staff he needs.

"I would like to see the
establishment of a special' at
tomey, completely separated

The Strategic Identity Of Europe,
The Environmental Dilemma,
Ideological Dynamics, and Re
energizing The Atlantic Com
munity. In addition to these
seminars there will be panel
discussions held in the Palms
Lounge, which will integrate the
topics discussed in the seminars.

Janet Barsy, the chairperson of
CONTAC '75,said "the purpose of
these conferences is to provide an
opportunity for in-depth dis
cussion for students interested in
Atlantic, Relations."

by Mike Lindberg
Senator Walter Mondale (0

Minnesota), until recently a candi
date for the Democratic presi
dential nomination, spoke at
Gaston Hall Tuesday night on the
reforms he feels are needed in the
Constitution in light of the
Watergate affair and recent dis
closures concerning the CIA, FBI,
and other investigative agencies.
The central concern of American
life today as cited by Mondale
should be to protect future
generations from a repetition of
Watergate and related events, but
he fears Congress and the public
are too weary of the Watergate
affair to act.

"The tendency is strong for
presidents to view themselves as
monarchs." Mondale said. He
complimented President Ford,
however, on the openness of his
administration, Nixon's pardon
being the exception. "The next
President may not be like Ford,
and it is necessary that there be a
strong Congress to assure an open
and legal executive branch," the
senator continued.

Mondale set down a number of
revisions he feels are necessary to
assure such a Congress. The first is
the War Power Act which was
passed in the last session of
Congress over a Presidential veto.
The act's intention is to restrain
the President from committing
American manpower in a military
situation without a review by
Congress.

CONTAC Sponsors
Student Forum

Mondale Urges Refonns
Through Strong Congress

by Glenn Backus
The School of Foreign Service

will sponsor the sixth Conference
on the Atlantic Community from
February 15-22, 1975. The stu
dent .orgamzed biennial con
ference will bring together ap
proximately 100 European and
American student leaders as well
as diplomats, scholars and experts
for one week of seminars and .
discussion on the Atlantic Com
munity.

Since its inception in 1965,
CONTAC has been a unique and
successful forum for international
policy discussion. Conference
deliberations have .focused on a
wide range of critical issues, with
student participation being of the
highest caliber.

At the core of the conference
are nine seminars, each meeting
individually in nine sessions
throughout the conference.
CONTAC '75 will offer the
following seminars: The Future
Of European Integration, Eco
nomic Regionalism In Europe,

Please Patronize
The Establishments

That Advertise
In The HOYA

Help Those
Who Help Us.

Tennis I nstructor applicants-need
good background in playing and
teaching, Salary averging $150 -
$200 per week. Call (703)
548-6337-8.
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Merchants Claim Swindle
In Advertisement'Scheme

GUTS Increase Postponed
Deficit Deemed Too Trivial

by Wayne Saitta
A group of local merchants

have complained that they have
not received ads bought from an
advertising firm named Students
of Georgetown, Inc. The firm
signed an agreement with a group
called National Student Savings
Card which said it would dis
tribute cards and advertising bro
chures to the Georgetown and
American student bodies. The
organizatlon sold subscriptions to
the brochure, but has not de
livered either the cards or the
brochures, according to the
parties involved.

Mike Moran, owner of a
foreign car service and dealership
on Wisconsin Avenue, complained
that he was approached by two
men who indentified themselves
as representatives of NSSC. Moran
said the men showed him a
contract for $250 which stated
that Students of Georgetown, Inc.
would distribute the card. Moran
alleges that he was pressured into
buying the ad.

The owner of Georgetown
Cycle Sport, Leon Pinto, made
the same compiaint. In both cases,
the contract specified Students of
Georgetown, Inc. as the distribu
tor and it was signed by represen
tatives of NSSC, Messrs. Signorino
and Ruiz. Both these men are
under investigation by the New
York Attorney General's Office
and the Brooklyn D.A., according
to a member of the N.Y. Metro
Better Business Bureau. Neither
office would comment, however,
and the two men couldn't be
contacted.

Sal Massaro, executive vice
president for the incorporation,
explained that the board of
directors of the corp approved an
agreement which allowed NSSC
to use its name in soliciting ads
and bound the corp to distribute
both the cards and ad booklets.
Massaro stressed that the corp has
incurred no financial obligations
to either NSSC or the merchants.

"All we could get out of it was
the benefit of the discount for the
students," Massaro said. "If t~is

turns out to be a fraud, we WIll
investigate all the alternatives and
one could be legal action," he
added.

Both Moran and Pinto have not
seen or heard from Signori no or
Ruiz since they turned over their
money. Pinto claims he was told
that the cards were distributed at
registration. The c~>ntract states
for the discount to be honored
from Nov. '74 to Nov. '76. The
Contract, however, does not state
that NSSC must furnish the cards
or ads, but that the University will
distribute cards and the merchants
will honor and pay for them.

No Finance Risk

According to Massaro, the
student corporation signed the
agreement because "it would
benefit the students" and that
financial risk did not seem to be
involved. Massaro said that at this
time, he does not believe that
fraud is the issue. He said that
NSSC may be having trouble
soliciting enough advertisements
to complete the ad brochure.

Massaro did say, however, that
he was highly pressured into the
agreement with NSSC by the two
representatives. He said that he
was skeptical at first, but later
decided to go with the group
because of no financial risk. NSSC
also has a branch in New York
and complaints have been filed
against it at the local Better
Business Bureau.

The organization made a
similar agreement with American
University's student government.
At this time, it also has been
unable to contact either Signorino
or Ruiz.

by Mike Grosso
A proposed ten cent increase in

the present twenty-five cent
GUTS bus fare which was to
become effective February 3 has
been postponed until July 1. The
increase was originally initiated by
the Office of Planning and Physi
cal Plant as part of an attempt to
reduce GUTS's growing deficit
which reached $8,000 this Decem
ber after one semester of opera
tion.

In describing the postpone
ment, Student Government Presi
dent Jack Leslie said, "We sat
down with Bill Miller (Vice-Presi
dent of Physical Plant) and
decided that the deficit was too

Local merchants claimed they have not received advertisements
promised them by the National Students Saving Card. The Student
Corporation approved an agreement which allowed NSSC to use its
name in soliciting ads. (Photo by Michael Hickey)

trivial to cause a rate hike at this
time. This decision gives GUTS
more time to increase ridership. to

Leslie also said that a report
compiled this summer stressed
advertising and chartering as
means of raising revenues. "There
was almost no advertising and
absolutely no chartering this
semester." he said. "In the latter
case there were both legal dif
ficulties and a lack of enthusiasm
from Physical Plant."

An important concern, noted
Leslie, is the loss of ridership
which might result from the fare
increase. "An increased fare might
backfire," he said. "For an extra
ten cents per day many students

THE CORPORATION
Students of Georgetown, Inc.

Ntw lurk (iJimtli
Now Sold Daily And Sunday

At

ITAL VITTLES
DAILY 15c SUNDAY SOc

ALL YOUR FAVORITE FOODS
MUNCHIES • CANNED GOODS • PAPER PRODUCTS

And Now We Also Have

MILK - ICE CREAM - CIGARElTES

COME AND COMPARE!! OPEN MON-FRIIOAM-l AM
SAT-SUN 12 Noon-l AM
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Ford's Enemy Proposals
Cause GU Fuel Oil Hike

by Rod Kuckro
An increase in the cost of fuel

oil for Georgetown is foreseen by
William Miller, vice president of
planning and physical plant, as the
result of President Ford's energy
proposals.

Currently, all of Georgetown's
energy is provided by oil. Natural
gas supplies having been curtailed
due to the acute shortage. The
bulk of American fuel oil is
imported and now costs George
town thirty-three and a quarter
cents per gallon. Miller explained
the source of the increase, saying
"the President's program, as I
understand it, calls for a tax on
fuel oil, and import tax which will
be directly passed along. The
increase will be six cents a gallon.
Since we average about eleven
thoUS&lld gallons a day, the cost

will be roughly two hundred and
twenty-five thousand dollars a
month."

The rise in the cost of fuel oil
has been swift and unchecked. In
1970, the cost was eight cents a
gallon. By November of 1973 it
had risen to eleven cents. New
projections estimate the cost will
soon be almost forty cents a
gallon, and increase of nearly four
hundred percent in five years.

Miller cited the austerity which
has been a product of the price
increases. "To illustrate how
much we're saving, we used to
average seventeen hundred gallons
of oil a day; it is now eleven
hundred. Even thoulh we're eon
serving fuel, our utility bills have
gone up."

A similar situation of less

consumption and higher charges
exists in the area of electricity.
Miller observed that "our
electrical bills are up because we
now get a fuel energy charge, one
cent a kilowatt hour, which comes
to $35,000 a month."

Special cutbacks have been
instituted to conserve fuel oil even
more. "All areas are being held at
68 degrees, except for operating
and 'patient space in the hospital."
Miller continued. "After midnight
we cut it down in all the
dormitories until 5 or 6 in the
morning and after four o'clock in
all the buildings not used at night."

Miller concluded bY noting,
"The price is going up. Any tax
on oil, any additional cost to the
supplier or to the companies, win
be directly passed on to the
consumer."

. ~
Vice-President of Planning and Physical Plant William Miller has
predicted increased utility costs for the University due to President
Ford's energy plans.
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SEC· Audit Shows Loss
Amounts to Over 5 Grand

SEC Chairman Gregg Werner has announced the findings of the SEC
Task Force, which include the increased financial backing of the
Student Activities Commission.

by Jim Colo.prico
An adult of the ledgers of the

Student Entertainment Commis
sion will show a deficit for July 1,
1974 to date of approximately
$5,700. This figure takes into
account the $3,301 that is due on
a $10,000 loan from the Umver
sity. The original income state
ment, submitted to Student Acnv
ities Comptroller Eric Hubner by
SEC Chairman Gregg Werner, did
not include the effect of the loan.

"It appears that they slightly
underestimated their expenditures
by not including the money that
they owe to the University and,
therefore, their net loss was
underestimated by approximately
$3,300," Hubner said. He also
noted that the exact loss figure
will not be available until he
finishes his investigation of the
SEC's various outstanding receiv
ables.

The result of the audit is that
the Student Activities Commis
sion will now become a financial
backer that will cover SEC
deficits. Hubner will have to
approve any future financial en-

deavors that the entertainment
group may want to attempt. Such
plans will not be approved unless
they are believed by Hubner to be
financially sound.

"As far as I am concerned, the
SEC is operating on Student
Activities funds and therefore I
have to judge the financial risk
involved in any future SEC
performances plans," Hubner ex
plained.

SEC Chairman Werner used
such a financial arrangement as an
argument in favor of the Univer
sity postponing the SEC's first
payment on the University loan.
"Right now, the fact that we are
backed by the SAC means that we
would be paying the University
back with its own money," he
said. He also noted that he would
like to see the University give the
SEC a loan holiday until next
year, but Hubner felt that the
chances of this were slim.

In a related development,
Werner also released the findings
of the SEC Task Force which
concluded its deliberations last
week.

The report places the SEC
directly responsible to the Stu
dent Senate, through the Student
Activities Commission, and im
poses a spending ceiling upon the
group up to which the SAC will
back SEC losses. The report also
suggests that the SEC submitt to
Hubner a cap-tal expenditures
budget to be financed by Student
Activities.

Financial Support

"We have always operated
solely on the basis of student
subscriptions and concert revenue.
The task force recognized the
need for a financial committee to
support us," Werner said. He
added that capital expenses are a
large part of SEC costs and that
financial backing in this area
would be desirable.

The task force report will not
be submitted to SG President Jack
Leslie and Vice-President for Stu
dent Development, Dr. Partlcia
Rueckel. Leslie will submit a list
of proposals to the Senate for
confirmation.
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"You haven't really savored the essence of the
Continent until you've chugged along in a second-class
compartment and shared the sausage-and-Chianti of an
Italian family, or carried on a bouncing conversation in
broken French, or simply leaned back and observed the
European in his holiday-traveling mood.

"On most other occasions in Europe, the tourist is
likely to be a frenzied animal, divorced from a truly human
contact with the population. In a train, this remoteness
falls sway,

"A moment occurs when the sights and sounds ot
Europe become intimate and related to people-and that,
to me, is a thrill which no monument or museum can
ever provide. "

If you're going to Europe, consider our trains. Our
Student Railpass gives you two months of unlimited
Second Class travel for $180. In Britain, a variety of
BritRail Youth Passes from $35 to $94 is available.

NOTE: These passes are not available in Europe.
You must buy them here before you go. See your Travel
Agentor mail the coupon beJow. Prices SUbject to change.
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MyTravel Agent is

THE TRAINS OF EUROPE
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ARTHURFROMMER,EUROPE ON $5 AND $10A DAY, P.801-
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editorial

Round Two

An Internal Blunder?
A system of internal control comprises all

of the measures taken by an organization for
the purpose of 1) protecting its resources
against waste, fraud and inefficiency, 2)
insuring accuracy and reliability in ac
counting and operating data, 3) securing
compliance with company policies, and 4)
svaluettng the level of performance in all
.iivisions of the company.

The description of internal control stated
above is taken directly from the first-year
accounting textbook which University Trea
surer George R. Houston uses in his
Financial Accounting course to teach the
fundamental principles of accounting to his
freshman business students. After the large
and small embezzlements in the past few
years and the newest $13,000 alleged
embezzlement announced last week, it
appears that Houston and his office of
Students Accounts should read page nine of

the textbook and ask themselves whether
the present internal control system is
working. .

Of course, it is not fair to place all the
blame on Houston and his system. Despite
the previously alleged proficiency of the
internal control measures, it is absurd to
assume that the system is infallable. As long
as men have the power to think, fraud,
coercion etc. will be ever present. All we ask
is that someone within this University come
up with a system that does not just protect
us from having our money embezzled, but
one that will at least make such attempts a
little more difficult. The University is
insured for the embezzlements which it
discovers, but not for the successful ones.
Are we successfully protecting our resources
against waste and inefficiency as the
textbook suggests a system of internal
control should?
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To me the principal objection to the repeal of the Blue
Laws is that it begets an attitude of indifference to religion if
not the positive denial of the need for God in the life of
modem man.

The purpose of the Blue Laws is to remind people that
there is still a place for religion in their lives. To repeal the
blue laws is to my mind to remove the last vestige or
reminder that man owes God public worship in hymn and
public prayer. If you repeal these laws Sunday will become

.~i' -.~.}" . like any other day in the
;<'. ,':'" -> week. You certainly know
t"W. : {' Yf-
~' ">: that once these laws are
/'.;' . repealed every king of
'~"'$" b . d all will( ';::,' , usmess great an sm ..
.\ '. be coerced by competition
v" and greed to remain open. If
'." v"

this happens, when are the
thousands of employees
going to get a chance to
publicly worship God? Is this
of any relevance in the life of
modem man? Every man of
whatever creed has an obliga
tion to pay public homage to
the Supreme Being and to
publicly recognize his
dependence on God.

God has already been
dethroned in many areas of
living. The world of science

says that God is no longer necessary because it can take care
of all of man's needs. To many people God has no meaning in
their lives. He has been put out of the schools-His name dare
not be mentioned in any buildings that the government has
helped to build. Modem man is so concerned with his own
potential that there is no room for God and man in the same
universe.

To repeal the Blue Laws would remove the last reminder
that man has to worShip God in public and in hymn and
prayer. "Keep holy the Sabbath Day" is a command of God
to all men. God set this day apart that man might be
reminded who God is and who man is. The Sabbath is the
one day of the week that we are reminded just who we
are-just where we came from and why we are here, where we
are going and how do we get here. DOn't you think that it is
good to be reminded once a week of these eternal values?

Cathy Callahan, Business MaNlger
Peter Keyloun, Advertising MaNlgers

Mark Robertshaw
Marie Tuite Office M4Nlger

Ken Glick, Orculation MaNlgel
Rev. Edward Bodnar, S.J., Moderator

students hailing from around the country
will be forced to find expensive and often
comparatively substandard housing on their
own.

While it is said that dorm life provides a
unique experience for a college student, we
have to recognize that at this point, not
every one can share this experience at
Georgetown

The HOYA firmly supports the principle
that all students who so desire should be
accommodated on campus. Until the Univer
sity can provide adequate housing for
everyone, however, it seems only fair that
those most able to bear the inconvenience of
off-campus life be made to do so.

We certainly hope that the issue will be
reconsidered when the time comes for a final
decision.
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Anne Hargaden, Editor·in·OJief
Wayne Saitta, M4Nlging Editor

Jack Shea, Sports Editor
BiU Mays,Art"Editor

Gerry Damsky &; Michael Hickey
PfIotography Editors

Greg Kitsock, Copy Editor
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Ann LoLordo, Am"ant News Editor
Joe Lacerenza, A_tant NeWl Editor
'Diane Burkin, AlIt. Features Editor
Andy Lang, A"ociate Editor
linda Ga.pareUo Production MaNlger

A Student Life Policy sub-committee
voted Wednesday night to recommend that
90 campus beds be given to freshman
commuters next year.

The HOY A came out against this
proposal earlier last semester, but the
apparent inability of those responsible for
making the decision to see clearly the moral
and practical issues at hand certainly
necessitates another protest.

What the committee plans to do is to give
these beds to incoming freshman students
who already live within commuting distance
of the University. We strongly oppose this
decision in light of the housing crisis which
Georgetown is currently suffering. This is a
spectacularly inappropriate time to house in
the dorms students whose permanent resi
dences are convenient to the campus, while
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What Differen'ce Does it Make1

Catch '8'

GeOlfle Seh""

In an effort to lend some much-needed color to a
potentially dull Student Government presidential cam
Paign, Bozo, nicknamed Jim Chess, has once again
thrown his hat into the ring and declared himself a
candidate for the SG kingpin spot.

With election day now less than one month away,
Bozo has once again taken the initiative to take

crucial-and sometimes
risky-stands on the press
ing issues of the day.
Monday night he announc
ed that his campaign, al

though now mainly in the organizatione.l phase, centers
basically on big questions, such as the Mideast War. He is
determined to keep Georgetown University out of it.

To address the critical economic problem here, he
proposes to convert Georgetown into a Federal prison
during the summer months to raise extra revenues. Chess
cites his experience as a great advantage over the other
candidates, as he is the only candidate to have run twice
before.

The number-two spot under Bozo on his "ticket" is
still open, and he will accept applications from almost
anyone at 337-9575.

What many freshmen and others may not realize is
that Bozo's type of campaign is an integral part of any

Student Government election here at GU. Last year the
team of Toad/Jorge Bordello placed second to the
Lesne/Kinnear "Involvement,Awarene. and Action"
machine, beating other serious opponents.

Although the less serious aspects may be integral to
campaigns in this Univenity, the campaigns have
consistently produced serious victors. One has to give
credit to the real people who take student issues
seriously and are elected to office, for example the
outgoing president and vice president.

It is readily apparent that the real issues of the
upcoming campus-wide campaign will be little problems
and little solutions and these will be areas which will
make for an undoubtedly dull campaign. Election
committee chairman Ed McDermitt suggests that a
spending cut ($300-to-$250) could make for less "paper
bull" and more door-to-door type campaigning, which
should prove to be anything but exciting.

So far two teams have unofficially entered the race:
Dave Ralston/Dennis McCarthy and Kevin Clark/Lonnie
Heselov. All are juniors and all have extensive experience
in Student Government or Corporation Affairs. All are
now friends ready to follow divergent paths as each team
devises its own approach and compiles a platform.

As of this writing, the sophomore class has yet to
offer a candidate, although senators Ed Finneran and

Bob Gage had expressed thoughts of running before
bowing out early. Their hindsight observation might now
tell them that the all-important freshmen class vote
might have been theirs for the lISking.

In years past, one team of candidates could have
thrown the label of politico at its opponents, hoping
that an anti-politico mandate would emerge. In this
year's race, barring unforseen newcomers, all of the
candidates can be labelled politicoes, and it appears that
the opposing sides will have to vigorously search for
political weapons.

At this point one has to ask the question: What
difference does it make who wins? The answer now
seems to be that it obviously makes no difference.
Certainly the losing side will continue to exert its
influence in student government affairs and come
February 21, all four will again be friends.

This column is certainly not intended to influence
people not to vote, and it should be pointed out that an
increased effort to inform the commuter population is
planned, and a relatively high turnout is expected.

Therefore aU should be prepared for a 10-day
campaign which wiD be comprised of dull, yet
important, issues, always keeping in mind, regardless of
the victor, the everpresent threat of Georgetown's
involvement in the Mideast War.

I] .9tt• inl..~dini'!9 L41114tt!.
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Pitt, and Vines-/Steven ......

Busby Berkeley movies;
Indoor plumbing;
Yoko Ono's recent silence;
Bouillabaisse;
The National Lampoon's good

issues;
Dan Jenkin's ''Semi Tough";
Lysol;
The waning of the Sung Mysung

Moon people;
Long underwear with feet;
The impending demise of the

Tony Orlando and Dawn Show;
Woodward, Bernstein, and

John Sirica;
Triscuits

and other people, things and
occurences too numerous to
mention.

Admittedly, such a roster of
bright spots might not seem a
match for the Four Horsemen of
the Apocalypse, tuition increases,
and Metro construction delays.
But take heart, folks ... its all
we've got.

(f(-J

1
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~$toIll4~lt is rUlIlbli!9 '

We still have Richard Nixon to
kick around;

There hasn't been a Walt
Disney movie on TV in weeks; the
Pointer Sisters have throat cancer;

Hand-held calculators;
No one .has yet died of ptomine

from Macke;
The Mandate of Heaven hasn't

been withdrawn yet;
There is still some money left

in Student Accounts;
The POPE! hasn't banned bingo

between married couples;
The anchovies are back in the

Humbolt current of( Peru;
King Faisal has withdrawn his

tender offer to buy Rhode Island;
Jayne Rich is no longer at

Georgetown;
Safeway is going to begin

accepting mortages as colateral for
grocery bills;

Teflon;
Woody Allen;
Coors beer, when you can get

it;

No one nowadays has to be hit
over the head to realize that the
situation we are in is rather awful.
The daily media, both print and
electronic, constantly bring us
tidings for which any messenger
to a ruler of ancient Greece would
have been killed, and with good
reason. It is becoming more
difficult to determine what is in
worse shape, the national eco
nomy or the national leadership.
Terrorists kill innocents, famine
kills millions, and the entire NHL
kills the Washington Capitals. All
in all, things are not too great.

Before we all plunge into
existential dispair and go of( into
dimly lit rooms to read novels by
Same, however, we should re
member some of the things for
which we have to be thankful, As
always, there are some silver
linings in the dark clouds. For
instance:

The campus cops weren't
armed;

The Silver Linings"
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Jack Daniel's Sleepy Hollow:

Is it any wonder that the cows
in Lynchburg are the most

contented in the world?

by Ivan Katz
The town of Lynchburg, Tennessee is a

one horse town which lost its horse in
about 1875. For all of its Iaults, the failure
of this town to come to grips with the
Twentiet'" Century pales to insignificance
when one takes into account its main
industry: Liquid Happiness. Lynchburg is
the home of the Jack Daniel Distillery.

From the Still

From its distillery in the Jack Daniel
Hollow, The Jack Daniel company pro
duces three types of Tennessee Sour Mash
Whiskey: Jack Daniel Black Label, Jack
Daniel Green Label, and Lem Motlow's. Al1
three come out of the same stills and are
stored in the same warehouses.

Jack Daniel's Black Label is the most
popular as wel1 as the most profitable
number in the Jack Daniel line. Daniel's
Black Label is five years old at bottling,
Daniel's Green is four years old, and
Motlow's one year old. Motlow's is only
aVailable in Tennessee and Georgia. (I wish
to discourage any rush on Motlow's. Its
taste is very disappointing.) All are bottled
at 90 proof.

As the people who work at the distillery
wil1 tel1 you, Jack Daniel's is not a
bourbon; it is a sour mash whiskey. Like
bourbon it is made of a mixture of com,
rye and barley malt. Like bourbon' it is
aged in new, charred white oak barrels. But
Jack Daniel's possesses two characteristics
which set it apart from bourbon: it is
charcoal mellowed "drop by drop" and it
uses the sour mash process, which means
that the last bit of today's mash will
become the basis of tomorrow's. In that
way the fermenting process is a continuing
one, not requiring sugar to begin anew each
day. This way "every batch made is kin to
the original batch Mr. Jack made back in
the 1800's."

The basis of Jack Daniel's, like all
whiskey, is grain. The Daniel's people are
very concerned over the current grain
shortage. As Charles Manley, treasurer of
Jack Daniel's (and called bv some. one of

the finest financial minds in Middle
Tennessee) puts it, "When it comes to
barley malt, you do have a shortage right
now. In the other grain areas, what's
concerning us right now is the price. There's
plenty of grain available, its just very
expensive." But don't look for the price on
a bottle of Jack Daniel's to skyrocket just
yet. The bottle of Jack Daniel's Black
Label which comes off the line today was
made from grain which has spent five years
i1'" a barrel, and Was made at a time when
prices were lower than they are now.

The other main ingredient in Jack
Daniel's is water. The story goes that Mr.

Jack (everyone in Lynchburg refers to him
as "Mr. Jack") built the distillery out in
the middle of no where as he did because
of the lime-stone spring which he found
there. The spring gushes out iron-free water
at an unchanging 58 degrees year-round.
The spirng, which acts like a "giant air
conditioner in the summer" flows right
behind the distillery. Near where it begins
to flow, there is a statue of Jack Daniel.
Life size we are told.

The iron-frea spring water used in the
production of Jack Daniel's is supposedly
unique. The last thing that anyone would
want in their whiskey is iron. "Throw a
nail into a barrel of whiskey and it'l turn
the whiskey black as hell in a week" says
Roger Brashears, head of Lynchburg
Promotions for the Distillery.

The com, rye, and barley malt used in
the preparation of the mash is hauled into
the distillery, blended with the iron-free
water, cooked, and allowed to ferment.
The fermentation process takes four days.
The fermentation room has a rather
peculiar odor, not unlike burning hair. The
large vats with their brownish goo emit an
aroma so strong that if there were no fans
in the walls of the fermenting room one
couldn't even walk in there, according to
Boss Edens, a long-time Jack Daniel's

employee. However, leaning over a vat of
the fermenting mash and taking a deep
breath was perhaps the finest contact
drunk I have ever had.

After the four days of fermenting, the
glop goes to a still" where it is converted
into liquor. (The oatmeal-like mash which
remains after the distilling process is sold
to local cattlemen for cattle feed. Is is little
wonder that the cows around Lynchburg
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are amongst the most contented in the
world?!) The distilling process really hasn't
changed much over the years ... any
moonshiner from the Carolina hiOs visiting
this distillery would probably understand
perfectly what's going on. The liquor
comes out of the still at about 140 proof
and clear in color. From the still the liquor
is pumped to the charcoal mellowing room
where it is seeped through twelve feet of
charcoal.

"Drop by Drop"

The charcoal mellowing process is
something unique to Tennessee Sour Mash

Whiskey. The Jack Daniel's ads make a
good deal out of the fact that the whiskey
is charcoal mellowed "drop by drop."
Precisely how three million gallons of
whiskey annually are made to pass through
charcoal "drop by drop" escapes me.

Strange as it may seem, a wool blanket
at the bottom of the charcoal vats is what
keeps little bits of charcoal from entering
the barrel of whiskey itself. The mellowing
process, it is stated, takes a good number
of the impurities out of the liquor, and as
Roger Brashears put it, "The charcoal takes
the hang-over out of it."

From the mellowing room the whiskey
is sent to the barrelling room, and from
there to the warehouses where it is stored
for one, four, or five years. After the aging
time is over, the whiskey is cut down to 90
proof, and is then machine bottled. Since
federal alcohol tax is based on proof
content at bottling, federal revenue agents
are present at every step of the liquor
making process. The revenuers even
padlock the warehouses at night to make
certain that no one absconds with the
untaxed whiskey therein.

Bully and the Booze

Colorful characters abound at the
distillery. The one with the most envied

job is Bully Sullivan, a taster. Bully's job is
to taste the mash before it. is barrelled to
find out whether the charcoal is doing its
job (a vat of charcoal will usually act as a
filtering agent for about five weeks). Bully
isn't concerned with the taste of the mash
itself; he assumes that the mash is correctly
made. Bully makes sure that the charcoal
mellows, and when it doesn't he orders it
changed. Bully Sullivan has been a taster at
Jack Daniel's for eleven and a half years
now, and he claims that he can now taste
his lunch as well as he could when he
started. The secret, he says, is to sort of
swish the liquor around in front of your
teeth, spit it out (or spit it backwards) and
quickly rinse with very cold water. "Right
before lunch is the best time to taste,"
Bully maintains. "When you are a little bit
hungry your taste-buds are sensitive and
you taste better."

The liquor warehouses themselves are
enormous. Huge gray buildings (there are
thirteen of them) dominate the hills
around the distillery. If a warehouse were
completely full, it would hold 20,000
barrels of Whiskey, each barrel weighing
550 pounds. The warehouses are purposely
never kept full, and one day's product is
sent to different warehouses. In that way,
if there is a fire in a warehouse there would
be enough whiskey of that particular
vintage in the others to maintain some
supply.

The barrels which hold the whiskey
must, by government regulation, be new.
They are made of white oak, and the
Daniel'l company buys its barrels from a
cooperage firm in Louisville, Kentucky.
The used barrels are either sold to a local
merchant tor re-sale or fabrication into
barrel furniture, or they are sent back to
LouisviUe where they are sent to Scotland
to be used again in the making of Scotch.

The aging process in the barrels was
explained this way: The inside of the barrel
is charred. In betwe~n the charred layer
and the unburned oak is a natural layer of
caramel. In the summer, the pores .of the
barrel expand, allowing the whiskey to pass
through the charcoal layer into the caramel
layer. In the winter the pores contract and

Jack Daniels (Photo by Ivan Katz)

the whiskey is forced out. The process is
repeated with each season. It is the contact
with the caramel layer which gives the
whiskey its brownish hue.

Lynchburg, U.S.A.

It is not an exaggeration to state that at
least one half of the Jack Daniel's mystique
is public relations. The whole thrust of
their remarkably successful advertising
campaign has been to take an ordinary
bourbon-like product and make something
extra-ordinary about it. They do this in
two ways: by building up the town of
Lynchburg in their advertisements, and by
playing up the informal "just folks"
atmosphere which pervades every aspect of
the distiUery. The subliminal message is
that this down-home operation can pro
duce just so much sour mash per year, so
everyone is going tel have to live with the
"critical shortage" which has existed since
the 1950's.

The playing up of the town of
Lynchburg is rather unusual. Two or three
times a year the distillery will run an ad on
various aspects of the town. Mrs. Mary
Bobo's boardinghouse and Herb Fanning's
hardware store are just two places which

"have recently been highlighted.
The purpose of these Lynchburg ads is

to make you feel that the people who run
and work the distillery are just plain folks,
who don't so much as work as have a good
time while on salary.

I have eaten at Mrs. Mary's boarding
house and the food is excellent; I have also
been in Herb Fanning's hardware store and
it is not much different from thousands of
other hardware stores in thousands of
other small towns in Middle America. But
through the magic of advertising these
places have been transformed into mystical
spots: way-stations to which pilgrims must
flock on their way to the modem Mecca
the distillery has become. These places
have been brought into your home
periodically through such vehicles as
Playboy and Newsweek.

It doesn't take much to see the idell
behind this all: of course Jack Daniel's
could increase production, but to do so
would mean destroying the heritage of
Lynchburg. Thus the sleepy little town has
been made into some sort of historic relic
to be treasured.

A word here on this so-called "critical
shortage". In the mid-1950's Jack Daniel's
became a very popular drink. Fr,nk Sinatra
and other celebrities made known its
virtues and Jack Daniel's became all the
rage. The distillery had a real problem to
cope with: were they to immediately
increase production to meet the "critical
shortage," or were they to gradUally
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A· Down Home Tennessee Legend

congently argued that the hype can get you
to try the product once, but after that the
product must sell itself. The phenomenal
success of Jack Daniel's is a tribute more to
the people in the distillery proper than to
the ad people. It is the product itself which
is worth going out of your way to find and
paving a little more to get. Mrs. Marv's
Boardinghouse, the hardware store, the
Confederate Memorial on the town square,
and all the bally-hoo in the world couldn't
get millions of people to keep drinking a
bad tasing whiskey. As things stand now, it
is the product that keeps people coming
back for more ... and that's just the way
the people down in the Jack Daniel's front
office want it.

....,.~.•.IIIiI
Lunch at Mn. Mary Bobo's Boardinghouse, a tYpical Tennessee establishment
which furth.s Jack Daniel's Middle America appeal. (Photo by Ivan Katz).

Hardware and General Store.
One facet of the Lynchburg campaign,

on the surface, is to get you to go out of
your way to come down and see the
distillery with the "fascinating town"
around it. There is nothing any more
fascinating about Lynchburg than there is
about Heflin, Alabama; Smyma, Georgia;
Duncan, South Carolina, or any number of
other sleepy towns down South. If you do
go out of your way to go to the distillery ,
the job of the staff there is to "make you
feel like you was coming home to visit
your grand-mother or something."

Despite the fact that Jack Daniel's
public relations is on occasion nothing
more than a good deal of hoopla, it can be

"just plain folks" getting together for a
good time.

The fact that Jack Daniel's Is now a
Wholly owned subsidiary of the giant
Brown-Forman liquor combine is one of
the better kept secrets in the liquor
industry. Brown-Forman is the distributor
of such diverse products as Early Times
Bourbon, Canadian Mist. Whiskey, Bolla
Wines, and Cruz et Fils Wines. However,
Jack Daniel's maintains its own identity,
with a separate sales force, budget, and
board of directors. If it became widely
known that Jack Duiel's was part of the
far·Oung Brown-Forman empire, all of that
"down home" advertising would be, quite
simply, shot to heD.

It is interesting to note that the Jack
Daniel's ads omit two interesting things:
they fail to mention that they are a
Southern company, and they fail to take
note of the slightly less picturesque sides of
Lynchbul'l.

As one employee, put it, "We aU
consider ourselves to be nne Southvn
Gentlemen ... If we ever did any thinking
on it, we'd probably play up the southern
angle." The Southern infiuence is manifest
ed when it comes to the town of
Lynchburg itself (one legend has it that
Lynchburg got its name because of a strong
oak tree near the town which was used in
days-not-so-long-gone-by as a lynching
tree). In Lynchburg, people still drive their
"Lynchburg Cadillacs" (a beat-up old
pick-up truck with a take deck in it), with
gun racks in the rear behind the seat. This
is not the Lunchburg which the distillery
wants you to see. They want you to see the
people sitting arour.d the tables at Mrs.
Mary's boardinghouse, or folks buying
their Christmas gifts at Herb Fanning's

increase production over the years and risk
the perpetuation of a shortage~

Thedistillery ,operatingatthat time under
the direction of the four Motlow brothers,
opted for the latter course (The Motlows
are grand-nephews of Mr. Jack. Their
father, Lem Motlow, ran the distillery from
the time of Mr. Jack's death to the time of
his retirement. Lem's widow, Ophelia
Motlow, still lives right outside the
dic;tillery grounds).

It is interesting to note that the dis
tillery purposefully opted for the pos
sible continuation of the "critical short
age," and the obvious idea behind the
entire on-going Lynchburg campaign has
been to keep the Jack Daniel's name before
the public, and to build up the idea of
"Look, we are a little distinery operating in
a little town. We're doing the best we can,
so you'l just have to be patient. If it takes
you a little bit of search to rmd Jack
Daniel's, that's the price you have to pay
for keeping Lynchburg the way it is and
preserving our way of life." Now who
could argue with that all-American proposi
tion?

Of course, that proposition is pure
nonsense, as is the production that the
_distillery is run by a group of ''po' ignorant
country boys". The last po' ignorant
country boy I met in Lynchburg graduated
number one in his college class!

The other aspect of the Jack Daniel's
P.R. campaign is the idea that the distillery
is' a "down home, just folks" operation.
The last figures I saw indicated that Jack
Daniel's puts out about one million cases
of liquor a year (which translates into just
about twenty-four million dollars in federal
liquor taxes annually), which is a pretty
good amount of Whiskey to be put out by
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Carson McCullers' Play: It's Almost a Hit

Marge Eliot (1.), Marybeth Hurt, and Tim Wilson in·a-scene from the New Phoenix Repetory Company's
production of C.son McCullers' famous play, The Member of the Wedding, which opened January 14 at the
Eisenhower Theatre, and will play till February 8.

At this point, stretching the
imagination, the film has some
legitimacy. But from here on in it
is all downhill.

After gangbanging in an opium
den, playing poochie for a winner
of a village boxing match, and
finally enjoying two person
menage (Em, the boxer, and the
old geezer, the lattermost being the
odd-man out, so to speak), Em
manuelle suddenly realizes that
she has freed the struggling sexual
spirit within her, and is at last,
happy. Isn't life just wonderful'?

By using a dirty book as an
excuse, slicking up the acting, the
people behind EmmanueUe have
attempted to give the film a bit of
class, whieb they hope will
separate this film from the multi
tude of &exploitation movies ...
Sort of like putting lipstick on a
corpse. It doesn't work.

-Jim RamIey

The Member of the Wedding,
will be playing at the Kennedy
Center through February 8.

Kevin P. Norton

••• *

casionally distracting.
The Phoenix's production does

have merlt. The performances of
the Company were particularly
enjoyable, and the play, when not
boaed down with excessive
literary sentimentality, is inter
esting-tipecialty if you've ever
been an awkward eleven year old
youngiady_

fully enjoyable performance.
There are problems with the

play itself, aud the director
Michael Montel has added to
instead of helpinl to alleviau
them in this production. The pace
is annoyingly uneven. After a
strong first act, the staging and
transitions decided upon only
further the problems of the text
in creating a choppy and hesitant
second two acts. The adequate
scenery by Douglas Higgins, the
lighting, costumes and incidental
music were uninspiring and oc-

wife of a French foreign service
officer in Indochina finds to do
with herself.

Spending a sheltered, com
fortable life in Paris, Emmanuelle
is surprised to discover the sexual
mores of the diplomats' wives.
Th..first one she meets pays her a
visit; then she discards her top
shirt, fondles a picture of Pual
Newman with her left hand, and
herself with the right.

After numerous encounters
with, aggressive lesbians (and a
weekend in the mountains with
one Em pursues herself), memo
ries of seductions on airplaties,
and discontentment with her
current sexual tendencies,. Em
rnanuelle runs into an elderly
gentleman (old enough to be the
direetor!a pandfather) who con
veys to Em that he can solve ·alI
her problems. His own S8KUal
outlet is funfilled by talking dirty .

imagining. Marge Eliot is excellent
as Bernice Sadie Brown, the
Addams' black maid and Frankie's

probablyt4llf down as the most
pretentiorB-rl1m of the year. If
the creators intended it to be a
serious fUm, then their efforts
have gone limp. Masquerading in a
flimsy plot, the intensity of the
sexual odyssey taken by the
herione borden almost on the
absurd, rendering erotic titillation
inTocamal garbage.

Baled upon a 1957 French
novel (which wu auppreued by
the -French government), Em
m4nuelle shoWl \II what the

confidante{surrogate mother. Her
performance is sensitive and
stronl as she reacts to and helps
the suffering Frankie. Seven year
old Eamon MacKenzie, an admir
able actor for his age, plays
Frankie's young cousin John
Henry West, and affords a delight-

Emmanue//e: Soon coming to
Washington

Bmmanueue, a French film
subtitied in English currently
playing at the Paris Theater in
New York City and soon to be
coming to Washin n, will

French Sexploitation Film
Bores Pants Off Patrons

frustrations of her own emergence
into young womanhood.

She acutely hurts from the lack

118 strong, sensitive performance 0 0 0"

and singularity that is held in I,
the individual, emerging self. She
reaches for a base, a sense of
belonging and fulfillment from
which she can !P'Ow into herself.
When her soleUer brother arrives
home to be married, Frankie
resolves that inclusion in the
marriage would be the necessary
identification with another, the
needed sense of belonging. As "a
member of the wedding," Frankie
sees "My brother and the bride
are the We that is Me." It is a
crushingly traumatic blow to learn
that inclusion in their We cannot
be realized, and that she must
continue to bxperience and grow
by herself.

As Frankie, Marybeth Hurt
plays the wide range of fluctua
ting emotions well. Though Mc
Cullers' language and emotional
sufferings are a bit too literary for
the stage and too adult for an
eleven year old, Hurt's Frankie
changes quickly, easily and fairly
credibly from exuberence, to
traumatic depression, to wistful

NOTES FROM GEORGETOWN ABROAD

10/21174 " ... This school (Bogazici University, Istanbul,
Turkey) is really great in their business department and in
economics and I highly recommend the professors and courses
to any other Georgetown student. So far, I am convinced that
this is a valid program and really, I'm asking the International
Programs Office to push this Istanbul Program for next year
because I'd hate to see it fall through. The people here are
receptive towards me and I feel that a strong tie could develop
between Bogazici and Georgetown."

11/12174 " .... Istanbul is such a neat piace and there's a lot
of opportunity to do great things. The culture's one of the
most interesting and a lot of time is available to really get into
it. The Turks are a unique breed of people to say the least!
Just went to Bursa a couple weekends ago and had a real blast.
The Roman Baths there are great and the cable car ride up Mt.
Elludag was a gas.

12/16174 " ... School has been keeping me on my toes in every
aspect. The course load is just enough to keep off the boredom
and just a little too heavy for comfort. The economics
department here is quite good and they do a thorough job of
teaching ... I.m really concerned about the future of this
program here in Istanbul. From what I hear from the other
students around Europe and the Mid-East, I think Bogazici has
much more to offer in all aspects of life than the others. I want
to do everything possible to insure that Georgetown acquires a
fully established program with Bogazici. The possibilities of
experience here are beyond any of the other sites. And the
school itself corresponds to Georgetown so closely in
curriculum and structure it's amazing. Again, I don't want to
see this program fall through because of lack of interest.
People just don't know enough about Turkey!"

Larry Passarell SBA '76
Geof'getown';n-tbe-Middle East
Bogazici University Istanbul, Turkey

STUDY ABROAD COUNSELING
Monday and Wednesday Tuesday and Thursday

1-5 9-12

SELF-cOUNSELING CENTER
In{omratiOfl available on Geof'geto'l.lm study abroad pf'ogMms,
non-eU study ain'oad pf'ograms, su",,,,ef' study abroad, traoel
and employment 0I'Portu"ities ain'OIJd.

lies in its words. It is embodied in
the imaginatipn and emotions of
the girl's experience of this
difficult period. As such, it is
better suited for literature, where
words are all, and the story does
not smoothly make the transition
into the language and action of a
dramatic work.

Eleven year old Frankie
Addams is growing up, coming
into herself in a small Southern
town in 1945. In her, Miss
McCullers remembers and beauti
fully reconstructs the pains and

The Member of the Wedding
At the Eisenhower Theatre

The New Phoenix Repertory
Company is currently producing a
revival of Carson McCullen' The
Member of the Wedding at the
Eisenhower Theater. It was first
presented twenty five years ago
when Miss McCullers adapted the
play from her novel of the same
name. The story is a heavily
sentimental piece about the
trauma and awkwardness of a
young girl emerging into adoles
sence. The essence of the story
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entertainment

Hustlers, a new erotic comedy
by A. J. Kronengold, is at the
Waay Off Broadway Theatre at
56K St., SE, through January 9th.
Showtimes at 8:30 Tuesday
through Friday; Saturday at 10
pm.

Diana Rigg and Alec McCowen
will star in the London National
Theatre production of Moliere's

The Misanthrope, at the Eisen
hower Theatre at the Kennedy
Center, starting February 11.

The Marlboro Music Festival
will offer a program of chamber
music in its concert at the Baird
Auditorium of the Smithsonian
Museum of Natural History,
Saturday, February 1st, at 5:30. 'i>

Labelle, acclaimed vocalists, will perform at the Kennedy Memorial Center on Sunday, January 26.

Godfather II Beats Godfather I
The Godfather, Part II
A Paramount Film

Traditionally, sequels to great
movies aren't very good. Usually,
they lack the cutting edge, the
freshness and spontaneity that served
to make the original a hit. Airport
'75 was certainly a pallid imitation
of the first film of that name; the
unending and somnambulent string
of James Bond movies provide more
examples, among many others, of
too much of a good thing.

But ~rancis Ford Coppola's new
film, The Godfather II, is a brilliant
exception-clearing away at once and
forever any previously unchallenged
prejudice against offshoot-films.
Uncorrupted by the huge box office
returns from the first Godfather,
Coppola and writer Mario Puzo have
created a new movie which actually
surpasses in thematic content and
artistic quality the excellence of the
parent film.

The plot of The Godfather II
encapsulates the events of the first
film. Its action is divided into
sequences which chronologically
precede and follow the original
story.

The first scenes, set in Sicily,
show the future Don Corleone as a
child, brutalized first by the murders
of his father, mother, and elder
brother (by order of the local Mafia
leader), and then by the cold,
unfeeling treatment he receives at
the hands of the immigration officers
who "quarantine" him, in New
York.

Yet it is in New York that the
young Sicilian settles, adopting- the
name of the town he has fled, and
carving -a defiant route through the
jungles of Little ltaly-to emerge,
years later, as the respected and
powerful Don Corleone. who rules
the tenements he has survived from
Within a walled suburban barony.

Played by Robert DiNiro, the

young Vito Corleone is a superbly
molded character, distinct from the
Don as played by Marlon Brando (he
has not yet become so jaded, so
smugly powerful as the man Brando
portrayed), yet clearly slated to
develop in only that direction.
DiNiro's character becomes too in
creasingly taciturn and sinister in
each successive scene not to fore
shadow distinctly the emergence of
the underworld ruler later to control
a nationwide empire.

Shot mostly on location in New
York, these sequences marvelously
evoke the tempo and mood of the
turn of the century ghetto and are
by themselves eloquent testimony to
the cleverness of their creators.

Yet it is the second (really, the
major) part of the film that displays
most fully Coppola's genius. Dealing
with many characters familiar to
those who have seen the first film, it
follows the destiny of the Corleone
family past the death of Don Vito
and into the decadence which sets in
after his son Michael gains control.

The character development in this
part of the film is magnificent.

The role of the sister, Connie, for
example, is brilliantly interpreted by
actress Talia Shire. Connie has
evolved from the spoiled recipient of
homage paid really, if indirectly, to
her father (recall the sack of cash she
collected at her lavish wedding; the
stars who came to entertain her); she
is now a bitter playgirl, wreaking
unspoken vengeance against the
brother who murdered her husband.
Her mindless, expensive binges at the
casinos, the fleeting affairs with
gigolos, and her sullen ill humor
express perfectly the hatred of her
family she dare not expose. Yet she
ultimately changes again, reconciling
herself with them, coming back to
take care of Michael in the end,
begging him to forgive their weaker
brother Fredo, whose unwitting,

treason to the family interests
nevertheless secures his own inevi
table punishment. Connie, it is clear,
will become the family matriarch,
succeeding Mama Corleone (who, in
earlier scenes, in spiked heels and a
low cut dress, embodies wittily the
character of the gangster's mother.)
She will raise Michael's children after
his wife Kay has gone, and become,
for all her earlier petulance, a family
bulwark.

In the original film, actress Diane
Keaton's Kay was a singularly
uninteresting character; the colorless
Pilgrim who seemed absurdly bland
compared to the sharply defined
character of the Corleones. Yet, as
Michael's wife, she shows a restrain
ed and unexpected fire which makes
her fascinating. She too has devel
oped and changed; her character has
finally jelled. The scene in which she
tells her husband (who has just
thwarted a Senate investigation of
his enterprises) that she is "sick and
tired" of his "whole Sicilian bit", is
one that will live for years in the
minds of filmgoers. Her Puritan
stalwartness, juxtaposed with
Michael's murderous ambition to
control and rule, seems almost
allegorical in its impact.

She represents the new world, the
established America, with which the
Corleones must ultimately collide
and come to terms in their quest
for ever-greater power, once they
have transcended the limits of their
own Sicilian community.

Michael will ultimately slam the
door in her face, to lock her, forever,
away from him and her children. Yet
she, the American, will leave her
silent, symbolic mark, plain upon his
face. The mixture of the worlds, old
and new, is a wearing one, and shows
clearly in Michael, as he quickly ages
on the screen.

AI Pacino plays with unparalleled
skill the role of the once-youthful

man (so unlike his family, as Kay
once said), metamorphosed into a
fratricidal monster far more sinister
and unscrupulous than his father.
There is none of the sense of nobility
and temperance which was somehow
exuded (however undefineably) by
the first Don Corleone. Mi _
his forties, seems much older, some
how, than Brando's character ever
did.

The feudal, ironclad laws of
behavior and honor known to his
father have been imperfectly trans
planted in Michael, the American
hybrid. In modem America they are
worthless to the power lust of the
Corleones-they must be jettisoned
for survival among others not
similarly bound. Yet the cost of their
rejection is high: an insecure and
exhausted Michael glowers, alone, at
the film's end. He is richer and more
powerful than his father, yet hollow
ed out, in the final analysis, by the
rejection of the warmer aspects of
the earlier family, which kept them
more vital and human than the
streamlined magnates their heirs have
become. Despite the vast power he
holds, Michael seems destroyed in
the end, exhausted and emptied of
spirit by his successes. But the destruc
tion of his character if magnificent.

So, too, are many other details fo
the film: the camerawork, the
interior scenes shot mostly in sub
dued browns, enhancing the brood
ing Gothic mood which envelops the
film, the Cuban sequences, the
costuming ... the list is very long.

In fact, it is easy to exhaust
superlatives in dealing with this
picture; conceivable to argue fully its
merits perhaps only at book length.
Suffice it to say, here, then, that the
Godfather II stands among the
highest achievements of the Ameri
can film. It deserves, easily, twice the
praise and success of its worthy
predecessor. W. Mays
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Hayden Cites Capitalists forViet Nam
Victory of Movement Is Within Reach

nam war. If people aren't willing
to give their hard-earned money
to the government for war, then
we will have inOation as they
(government) must get it some
way. Money will become
nothing," Hayden predicted.

"Part of the blame for our
country's attitude toward the war
is that we have been bred on war
movies where the US is constantly
portrayed as defenders of demo
cracy in the fight against totalita
rianism ," he continued.

"With the aftermath of the war
came the destruction of the labor
movgment, the rise of McCarthyism
and the rise of Nixon. We
certainly don't want something
like that to happen again."

't,'4,.'

Operations Manager Jim Mayzik (C74) received more time to incr...
the GUTS ridership before a proposed rate. increase. (Photo by Mike
Hickey)

an accident. He charged that the
US bas been in Vietnam since
1850 and since 1951 ''we've
picked the president, written the
constitution, and given them their
guns. The only difference between
this and any other war is that this
time the US is losing. Now we
must come to terms with our
culture and morals."

Hayden blamed many of the
domestic problems of the US on
the war. These included Watergate
and the current "depression."
"Watergate is impossible to di
vorce from Vietnam ... These
power freaks were out to destroy
the anti-war movement through
the misuse of secrecy. The de
pression, on the other hand, has
its immediate cause in the Viet-

talists. We've pushed our moral,
religious and cultural way .of life
on these people because we
thought it was better," he said.

Hayden condemned the
present condition in Vietnam,
claiming that "thirty to forty per
cent of the political prisoners of
the world are in Vietnam. It is not
a country, but more of a police
state, funded and shaped by our
dollars for the past thirty years."

"We must realize that the
money given to Indochina would
eliminate all the hunger and'
poverty in the United States
overnight," the anti-war radical
continued.

Hayden charged the US with
myth-making in causing its citi
zens to believe that the war was

by Rosemarie Loffredo
Tom Hayden spoke to an

audience of approximately fifty
people last Tuesday evening in
Poulton Hall.

In a talk entitled "The Con
tinuing War ... The Stretegy to
~-ntI It," Hayden stated that
Vietnam's present plight began
with the white European capitalist
effort to establish itself in the
Mekong.

Hayden stated that "the Viet
nam war started with the forma
tion of the United States.
Colonists were constantly pushed
west by capitalists and were
forced to give up the best farming
lands. At the expense of inde
pendence they bought their
farming tools from these capi-

am, then profits from the fare win
be kept In the GUTS account and
not returned to the university.

He called the shuttle an ..
excellent idea" and stated that
other DC universities (George
Washington University and Ameri
can University) have expressed
interest in the system. If any
future changes are required to
keep the shuttles running, Physi-

(Continued from page 3)

haven't received good profits on
advertising, mainly because we're
not big enough for commercial
advertising by outside businesses."
MUler said that he has exercised
caution in accepting charters
because of legal difficulties stem
ming from GUTS's status as a
non-commercial service. "We
don't want to lose the right to run
the shuttle; if people ask for a
charter service, we ask our lawyers
in each case. We hope to receive
general guidelines for approval,
however."

Miller agreed that the ridership
would decrease at least tempo
rarily with the fare hike. "That
happens with any fare increase,"
he remarked. However, he es
timated that the present 17,000
riders per month would decrease
only to 15,000, thus preserving
the new fare's financial advantage.

Miller also predicted a future
increase in ridership based on two
factors: increased gasoline prices,
and stricter control on parking on
public streets around Georgetown.
Both factors may encourage
drivers to leave their cars at home
and take advantage of the shuttle
buses.

Miller expressed belief that SG
concern over the increased fare
resulted from a fear of losing the
shuttle system, and felt that such
a position was unwarranted. "If
Jack Leslie is more right than I

G.U.T.S. Ticket Increase
May Threaten Patronage

cal Plant will try to make them,
he added. Miller already has
organized a committee to draw up
a budget this spring for GUTS's
operations next year.

One student rider commented
on the GUTS situation." I'm
really glad the fare hasn't gone up.
With the way money is today,
students can't afford even the
slightest increase."

&AXA
i

January 24 to 31 rst

Vice-Pres. of the American Council of Education. Topic will be
PROBLEMS OF GRADUATE EDUCATION AND PROFES
SIONALISM IN THE 7)'s and 80's. All graduate and professional
students are encouraged to attend. For information and
reservations contact: Fr. Robert Judge at 625-4117 or G.S.O. at
625-4050.

Wednesday, February 5

-The International Folk Dance Club and Performing Group are
holding open auditions for those interested in joining at 7:30 pm
in New South. For information on regular classes call 965-0593.

Lounge. Food,

Wednesday, January 29

-G.U. Basketball team is scheduled to play St. Peter's Coliege on
January 29. The game will begin at 8:00 pm.
-Meeting for those interested in starting a Ski Club on
campus-Wed. 4:30 in Copley Lounge or call Dan Gardner
(929-1087.

Saturday, February I

-Folk Dance Party in New South Faculty
drink, dance at 8:30 pm. Admission $1.

Monday, January 27

-Ballroom Dancing Classes (waltz, foxtrot, tango) will be held
5 consecutive Monday evenings 8:30 to 10:00 pm in Copley
Lounge. The fee for the classes is $15.00. To sign up, come on
Monday. No partner necessary.

January 24 and 26

-Movie "The Way We Were" shown in Pre-Clinical Science
Bldg. LA-6. Admission $1.50 or $1.00 with SES card. 8:00
p.m.

Miscellaneous:
-STUDENTS J.D. CARDS: VALIDATION AND REPLACE
MENT. Student I.D. cards will continue to be validated for this
semester at the Registrar's office, lower level, White-Gravenor,
9 AM to 5 PM. Replacement J.D. card pictures will also be
taken at the Registrar's office Jan. 15-24,4:30-5:00 pm and in
the Personnel office thereafter from 4:30 to 5:00 pm.

-If you would like assistance clarifying your career goals, the
Career Development Seminars sponsored by the Center for
Career Planning and Placement can help. Beginning the week of
January 27, the seminar meets once a week for 8 sessions.
Seven seminar groups are planned: Monday evenings: 7:30-9:00
pm; a SPECIAL PROGRAM FOR WOMEN Tuesday, 3: 15-5: 15
pm; Tuesday evenings, 7:30-9:00 pm; Wednesdays, 12:30-2:09
pm; Wednesdays, 3:00-4:30 pm; Thursdays, 3:00-4:30 pm; and

February 1 and 2 a SPECIAL PROGRAM FOR FRESHMEN AND SOPHQ-
-Weenend Graduate Caucus at Urbana Conference Center, 50 MORES, Thursday evenings, 7:3~9:30 pm, Register soon at
min. from campus. Principal speaker will be Dr: Stephen Bailey, Center for Career Planmng and Placement, 1316-36th S1. N.W.

SAXA is a weekly publication of the Student Activities Office. All notices must be submitted
to the Office of Student Activities by the Tuesday preceding publication.

Saturday, January 25

-Movie "Z" shown in Pre-Clinical Science Bldg. LA-6.
Admission $1.50 or $1.00 with SES card. 8:00 pm.



Dr. Hillin Prepares GU Poll
On Current District Issues

Government Professor Robert Hitlin organizes students to poll DC
residents on local issues. (Photo by Jean Sinica)

by Ann LoLordo
Dr. Robert Hitlin of the

Government Department has begun
to prepare the Georgetown Unl
versity Poll for its third semester.
Approximately 100 students,
graduate and undergraduate, will
aid Hillin in polling the District of
Columbia residents on such issues
as the new subway system, rising
bus fares and President Ford's
economic policies.

The students in Hitlin's Analy
sis of Political Data class will be
responsible for the organization of
questionaires, the interviewing of
approximately 1,000 people, the
devising of a coding system, the
actual keypunching and the com
puter analysis. Also involved in
the poll are graduate students and
students in Dr. Jane Pisano's
International Political Analysis
course.

Brad Reese, graduate assistant

to Hitlin, supervises the inter
viewing, the paperwork and com
puter work. He organizes the re
sults in various tables which are
results in various tables which are
then presented to Hitlin. The
most interesting tables are sent to
Public Relations.

"The telephone survey is
scheduled to start Feb. 24·28.
Students will be calling people
during the evenings between 6-10
and on Saturdays," Hitlin said.

He continued: "The actual
topics of the poll have not yet
been decided because we like to
keep them in the realm of the
most current happenings. The
problems of the DC metro, the
possible rise of bus fares and the
use of tax money to supplement
these fares and President Ford's
economic proposals are to be
considered."

The poll is paid for and

supported by the Graduate
School. "The GU poll is more
than just a poll of the District of
Columbia," Hitlin continued.
"We're beginning to develop it
into a general survey research
organization. We're presently
working on a health policy center
and graduate training program
initiated by various grants given to
the ~rad school."

Hitlin polls in the past have
included last years DC mayoralty
race and the congressional dele
pte race. It has received extensive
press coverage and every local
television and radio station are
informed of the results.

One student pollster com
mented, "The poll provides a rare
opportunity to engage in the
practical application of concepts
learned in the classroom, and thus
should prove to be a valuable
learning experience."
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WANTED: Girls to gIve out
Fillers Monday - FrIday
From 12 to 2 prn, $3.00 per hr
Call anytime after 2 965·5065

it to the student's attention if he
is present. If the fonn was not
submitted by today, the student
was dropped from the class lists.

Chalmers explained that if a
student who is present in class is
dropped from a course because he
failed to tum in a card, he will be
able to re-register later in the
semester.

~
QrIOU...o give It a chance

6 Bii1hright
.52W333

~'O AbortIon

needed by various agencies such as
the Zoning Board have been
received, and construction can
begin as soon as the contract is
signed.

"To retain the HUD loan of $4
million dollars, pilings must be in
by February 1 and there is no
danger of losing federal aid.

The building should be ready
for use by the fall of 1976," Dean
Yokie said.

The architects of John Karl
Wormecke Associates have de
signed a building resembling
town-houses that will accom
modate 475 students. Each ef
ficiency has three bedrooms, a
bathroom, a living room, dining
room and a kitchen which will
house five students comfortably.

466·2060

total number of cards gives an
accurate record of student enroll
ment. These enrollment figures
will be useful for among other
things, University budget plan
ning.

If a student failed to tum in
the card at registration, the
information is noted on class lists
and instructors are asked to bring

by Anne Sl4ughter
The ground breaking ceremony

for the new residential complex
located near Darnell Hall was held
yesterday at 10:00 am. University
President R. J. Henle, University
Architect Dean Price, Residence
Life Dean Valerie Yokie, and
Student Government President
Jack Leslie, presided.

The bids for construction open
January 24 and Residence Life
expects to sign a contract by
January 26. All the approvals

Ground Breaking Rite
Hails Town Houses

• EYES EXAMINED
• CONTACT LENSES •.• $125
• PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED
• LENSES DUPLICATED
• ONE HOUR SERVICE
• SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNTS

A7ZAM77C
IIprlC~

HUGE FRAME SEl.ECTION
ALL THE LATEST STYLES

DAILY 9- 8; SAT. 9- 3

1747 PENNSYLVANIA AVE., NW
lCONVENIENT TO GUI

Student Enrollment Finalized
With New III Am Here" Cards

Every GU student received an
additional card in their registra
tion packets this semester stamp
ed with the words "I am here."
This new system has been de·
vised by the Officer of Admis
sions and Records in an effort to
thore accurately account for the
student population on the main
campus.

"Basically, the idea is a way to
find out who's here more quick
ly," Dean of Admissions and
Records Joseph Chalmers ex
plained. He said that the previous
system "had gotten totally out of
hand." Under that system, actual
student enrollment was based on
tuition payment. With changes in
the financial aid system and the
fact that some students pay and
never enroll, this tuition basis had
become difficult to work with.

"We have come up with a way
by which every student, whether
he has a full financial aid scholar
ship or not, win do one thing,"
Chalmers said.

The "one thing" that Chal
mer's office came up with was to
have each student hand in an "I
am here" card at registration. The

COLLEGE STUDENTS
Fight pollution as you work you
wey through college. Sell Shakle
Bio-Degredmre, non-polluting pro
ducts. Unlimited sales potential.
Call 8ill 362-7577.

--_... --'" ------------------_._--...-.~--_":':"'__ .~_..~-:=::,:_=_._=---=-=======~-- - ---.-..----------_._------------

800 - 22) - 5)89
(TOLL FREE)

Charter flying is
the biggest bargain
in air travel today
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EUROPE
BOUND
IN ·,51

COMPUTER DATING
Make the most of your college years

join DATE LINE
Free to Co~s
Call 585-7853

ask for free literature

- i-. ~~:,

, t'>,.jl,~

Deen of Admissions and Records Joseph Chalmen helped create the I
am here" card system which was used during registnltion. (Photo by
Keith King)
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Prepared by the Olliee of the Budg<ot

The University pleSldent ...
his optimism on what he refen to
• Geoqetown's "miracle." He
notes that out of all the schools
that we are compared to na·
tlonally, includinl the Ivy League,
we are one of the institutions with
the fewest resources.

"Harvard lets more money
every year than we have in our
total endowment. Yet we dare to
place ourselves in the same com
petition," the president- pro-

. claimed. His main'theme is that
Georgetown has continued,
despite a lack of resources, to
build prestige and increase its
services.

According to Henle, the future
financial squeeze is a question of
survival. "I have no doubt that
Georgetown will survive, but the
question is whether it will survive
• we want it to be," Henle added.

Other $631.000

Matn Campus 76 Budget-ExplnlS&'

administration and the faculty•
The Main Campus Finance Com
mittee will be a major source of
faculty input," McNamara laid.

Henle'. Views

Though happy with the lack of
a deficit ill the FY'76 budget,
University President Robert J.
Henle, S.J. described it as a
"precarious balance". He termed
the future of the University as
"uncertain", but he does not
believe it will close down.

"We are presenUy in what
educators are calling Crunch # 1
and we will soon be entering
Crunch #2 where private educa
tional institutions will not be able
to solve their fiscal PllOblems with
the same remedies:" Henle said.
He cited Increased student enroll
ment as a remedy to balance past
budgets, but concluded that the

tremendous improvement over the
past. The Student Government
Budget Group changed the ad
ministration's attitude," Leslie
concluded.

Some controversey hIS arisen
over~eduof~emaincampus

committee with critics citinl that
the size of the board may make it
inefficent. "I feel that the com
mittee may be a little too Iarae
and it must be careful not to let,
boged down in politics," Bu.t
Director Hale cautioned. He
added that the (mance board will
probably be divided into an
executive committee which will
handle the majority of the budget·
ary work. Some students fear this
may further remove them from
the budget process.

Faculty Senate President Dr.
Thomas McNamara expressed
pleasure with the formation of the

Purveyors of fine
food &: spirits

Bat""""'" Dishtly ,..tarla.
JnIaad'..... acc:cnapllebed

tredltloaal .veId.a.
"pen 7 day. a wNk

Located In the Commodore Hotel at the intersection of M....

Ave. and North Capitol St., N.W. ecrou the street from the
meIn P.O. - oneblockfrom Union Station

An

Irish Pub

main campus eommmee, In the
past, the faculty has complained
about a lack of input in the
budget process.

Faculty Senate President Dr.
Thomas McNamara expressed
pleasure with the formation of the
main campus committee. In the
past, the faculty has complained
about a lack of input in the
budget process.

"There nas been a problem of
availabUity and communication
on the part of both, the

_________1
main campus student body must The fiscal '76 budget will take·
now remain where it is or decrease effect on July 1, 1976. The
in order to fight increased costs. University operates on a fiscal
He also mentioned that a reduc- year basis startin in July.

~;~}~~~I!-
=:iti~::r=~+.:~ IMt¥~;.. .*fM~1

P- insti__t_Uti_on_· .. Ir-I'f~'~ '<~.
fl1~~~r· -

cbe l;)ublineR. f· .

Faculty to Receive. Pay Increases
Fr. Henle's Hopes Remain High
enough and we.have not reached
our 1081 of the 80th (salary)
percentile of the schools that we
are compared with:' he con
tinued.

The budlet is prepared on the
basis of a university cost ac
countln. system, known IS Uni
cost. The final bud&et that is
submitted to the Board of DIrec
tors is prepared on the basis of
three separate budtets submitted
by the Law Center, the Medical
Center, and the main campus.
Each of these campuses incurs
its own direct costs which are
made up primariiy of faculty
salaries and other educational
expenses. In addition to these
direct costs, each campus also
incurs a portion of indirect costs
which are composed of university

,administrative expenses, the costs
of the various student services,
institutional expenses, and
physical plant costs.

With each of the campuses
responsible for. its own budget, a
finance committee has been set up
to oversee the budget process on
each. The Main Campus Finance
Committee will be composed of
17 members, two of which are
undergraduate students. It will be
headed by Academic Vice·Presi
dent A10yius Kelly, S.J.

Leslie Approv.

"The Main Campus Finance
Committee is a concrete way of
institutionalizing student input
into the budget process," Student
Government President Jack Leslie
commented. "Last year we had
little or no input. This year wasa

ruo ssim t'noO .S.P
ytrap neewollah

For Senior Portraits
Photographer will be in Healy
Basement until 10:00 Today.

Then he will walk out of our lives forever. If you haven't
been photographed by then-you never will. So trundle
down to the Healy Basement Conference Room or forever
hold your trundle.

LASTDAY

Rev. Robert Henle, S.J.

(Continued from page ,)

not expected to rise over this
year's figures.

"'Ibinp will be tighter next
year than for this year," Chalmers
pledicted. "We are attempting to
increlllle loans and jobs, but we
must protect the financial posi
tion of the Unhersity ," he said.
When asked if he was satisfied
with the financial aid package,
Chalmers answered, "I'm not
satisfied. No one really is. But I
understand the financial prob
lems."

Faculty SIll';.

Main campus faculty salaries
wUl rise eight per cent over the
present levels while Law Center
faculty has been granted an 11 per
cent pay hike. 'Ibis has been a
center of controversey among the
faculty because 'the present two
digit inflation which reduces
spending power, and the inequity
of the increase betweer,t the Law'
Center and the main campus.

"Faculty displeasure wasnot as
peat as in past years," Budget
Director Eldon Hale said. "Of
course, eight per cent was not
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Gaston Hall Renovations
Postponed Until Summer

The proposed G8st0n Hall renovations heve been deI..,ed due to a
diIe....ment between the University and HEW offICials. (Photo by
Mike Hickey)

by Karen &l"IOhn
The renovation of Gaston Hall

that was to begin over the
Christmas holidays has been post
poned until the beginning of the
suttUner because of a disalJreement
between the University and the
Office of Health. Etlucation and
Welfare, the runder of the project,
over the fire safety plans.

"Flre-proofin. a buDdin. as old
II Healy while retalnin. its artistic
beauty and character is a difticult
_jo~,."WilliamMiller, vice president

for physical plant and planmng,
stated. "Installing fire'6afety
devices in Gaston Hall will be
extremely difficult, but also
necessary. HEW has called the hall
a 'fare Due', and we agree with
them," Miller continued.

Some of the plans with which
the University does not agree
include one to completely enclose
the stairwell that leads from the
tlrst Ooor main entrance of Healy
to the second floor President's
Omce.

Further additions made by
HEW to the plans the University
drew up in accordance with the
DC Fire Code include a partition
outside of Room 201 that would
provide two separate fire exits,
fire doors more durable than re
quired by DC law, and extra fire
doors on all of the stairwells in
Healy, including the fourth Ooor
residence area.

"Until now, Healy BuildiDl
had been protected by the 'grand
father clause' that permitted it to
operate without bein. enforced
by the code, due to the fact that
the building was built before the
code's adoption. But, when reno
vation is planned for such a
building, it must then be brought
up to the current safety stan
dards," Miller said.

The work scheduled for Gaston
Hall will be, (or the most part,
unseen. Basically, structural reno
vation and improvements in
livability will be made. Air condi
tioning, bathroom facilities, roof
and window repair, lighting, and
fire safety devices will also be
installed.

Gaston Hall is used extensively
by the Student Entertainment
Commission for many of its
concerts throughout the year. It is
also used by the Lecture Fund _
a forum for many of its guest
speakers, and for various other
arts, entertainment and political
events.

The question of the hall's
renovation has been an issue over
the past few months. The repain
come mainly as the result of
general wear and age.

OUR RATES

ARE REASONABLE

YOU REACH

A STUDENT BC :.'Y

OF 10,000

WITH PLENTY

OF MONEY

TO BURN.

ADVERTISfC

IN THE HOYA

CALL 965-1554

ASK FOR

MARK OR PETER
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You can do it, too. So far over 550,000 other people have done it.
People who have different jobs, different IQs, different interests,
different educations have completed the course. Our graduates are
people (rom all walks of life. These people have all taken a course
developed by Evelyn Wood, a prominent educator. Practically all of
them at least tripled their reading speed with equal or better com-
prehension. Most have increased it even more. .

Think for a moment what that means. All of them-even the
slowest-now read an average novel in less than two hours. They
read an entire issue of Time or Newsweek in 35 minutes. They don't
skip or skim. They read every word. They use no machines. Instead,
they let the material they're reading determine how fast they read.

It Sounds
Incredible

BUT EVELYN WOOD GRADUATES CAN READ

THE EXORCIST IN 58 MINUTES

At That Speed, The 403 Pages Come Across
With More Impact Than The Movie.

In Living Blood, You Might Say.

And mark this well: they actually understand more, remember
more, and enjoy more than when they read slowly. That's right!
They understand more. They remember more. They enjoy more.
You can do the same thing-the place to learn more about it is at a
free speed reading lesson.

This is the same course President Kennedy had his Joint Chiefs of
Staff take. The same one Senators and Congressmen have taken.

Come to a Mini-Lesson and find out. It is free to you and you will
leave with a better understanding ofwhy it works. Plan to attend a
free Mini-Lesson and learn that it is possible to read 3-4-5 times
faster, with comparable comprehension.

SCHEDULE OF FREE MINI-LESSONS
DATE TlMt: LOCATION DATE TIME LOCATION

RAMADAINN·BETHESDA
MONDAY 12noon AMERICAN UNIVERSITY

SATURDAY 10:30am January 27 3pm Alpha Sigma Phi House
January 25 & 8400Wisconsin Avenue & Washington

::

2pm Bethesda 8pm "
SATURDAY 10:30am MARRIOTT KEYBRIDGE HOTel WEDNESDAY 5:30 pm HOWARDJOHNSON~·ALEXANDR~

~ January 25 & Rosslyn· Key Bridge January 29 & U.s.Route #1 South& Beltway
2pm Arlington 8pm Alexandria

SUNDAY 3pm RAMADAINN·BETHESDA
THURSDAY 5:30 pm HOSPITALITY HOUSE·
January 30 & CRUSTAL CITYJanuary 26 & 8400Wisconsin Avenue

8pm 2000 Jeffenon·Davis Hwy.8pm Bethesda
Arlington

MONDAY 12noon HOLIDAY INN· CATHOLIC UNIV. THURSDAY 5:30 pm STATLER HILTON HOTEL
January 27 & Michigan Ave. & Monroe St., N.E. January 30 & 16th& K Streets, N.W. ~

3pm Weshington Spm Weshington r
EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS 347·4567 l

" ............. (> ........ ~ .J .. ....-.:" ... • ~ ~ .....'( .. .- ""'*........'"
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IIRebuilding Over," Hayas
Run Toward Milrose Games

The Georgetown tracksters travel to New'Yark's Madison Square
. Garden next week to participate in the highly prestigious Milrose

Games.

ANSWERS: I)C 2) B 3) A 4)D 5) B 6) A 7) D 8) A 9) B 10) C

8:00pm.
SWIMMING: Wednesday: St.

Mary's College, 7: 00 prn,
Friday: York College,
2:00pm.

TRACK: Thursday: Milrose
Games, at Madison Square
Garden, New York, NY

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL:
Tuesday: Catholic Univer
sity, 8: 00 pm.
Thursday: Montgomery Jr.
College, 8:00 pm.

B. Stanford
C. Oregon
D. Arizona State
6. Who holds the NHL

record for the most penalty
minutes in a season?

A. Dave Shultz
B. Howie Young
C. Reggie Fleming
D. Roger Crozier
7. Who is the leading scorer

in New York Ranger history?
A. Bart Belissi
B. Andy Bathgate
C. Jean Ratelle
D. Rod Gilbert
8. What NHL team has won

the only forfeited game in the
League's history?

A. Boston
B. Chicago
C. Montreal
D. Toronto
9. What NHL coach came

off the bench to play in a
regulation game, as a goalie?

A. Emile Francis
B. Lester Patrick
C. Glenn Hall
D. Bernie Geoffrion
10. Who was the youngest

player ever to perform in the
National Hoekey League?

A. Bobby Orr
B. Gordie Howe
C. Bep Guidolin
D. Rick Middleton

Follow the
HOYASto
Penn State

Feb. 1

. by Steve Friedman
In honor of the recent All-Star Game, and the Hoyas' contest

with Holy Cross tomorrow, this week's quiz concerns itself with
Hockey and Basketball. .

1. What former New York
Knick has been called the Iron
Man of Basketball for playing
in 746 straight games?

A. Wayne Embry
B. Walt Bellamy
C. Harry Gallatin
D. Howard Komives
2. What Collegiate squad has

made the most appearances in
the National Invitational
Tournament?

A. Fordham
B. St. John's
C. Fairfield
D. Long Island University
3. Believe it or not, the

Hoyas did once go to the.
NCAA Tournament. Who did
they beat in the opening
round, back in 1943?

A.NYU
B.CCNY
C. Dartmouth
D. Syracuse
4. The Hoyas last were

invited to the NIT in 197().
Who did they lose to in the
first eliminations?

A. Hawaii
B. UMES
C. Princeton
D.LSU
5. What college team pulled

double upsets last week by
beating both UCLA and USC?

A. New Mexico

TimeOut

Sports Quiz

BASKETBALL: Saturday: at
Holy Cross, 8: 00 pm.
Wednesday: St. Peter's,

Sports menu

relay teams and shot putter Fred
Batista. Following the games, the
harriers are scheduled to race
against Temple University and St.
Joseph's College on Feb. 2.

2nd Harbin,
Rascals Top
1M Leagues

(Continued from page 19)
and must be considered favorites
to capture the two playoff berths.

Independent League A has
the Rascals, led by Bill Donan, in
first place, with Macaroni &
Cheese, hurt by the loss of Eddie
Ryan, in second place.

The strong teams in Inde
pendent League B are the Pan
thers, with their center Earl
Johnson, Pat Patrissi's Krumps
(6·0), Second Sings aided by Greg
McElroy, and the Frank O'Connor
powered Burnt Toast.

Starting January 27 and con
tinuing through January 30, the
intramural office will be accepting
entries for Badminton Doubles
and Mixed Doubles, with the
usual divisional alignments.

A new innovation is being
introduced into the intramural
program: a Mid-Winter Soccer
Tournament. It will be run on
basically the same principles as
the Early-Bird, late afternoon and
early evening matches, but will be
a round robin rather than a single
elimination tournament. Entries
will be taken in the Intramural
Office January 27 through
January 31.

In other intramural-related
news, the Isshyn-Ryu Karate Club
has announced the initiation of a
new session for beginners begin
ning tomorrow and continuing
every Saturday morning at 11: 00.
The club, which meets in the judo
room on second floor Mc
Donough, also conducts workouts
on Tuesday and Thursday.

team for the "big" meets such as
the IC4A's in Princeton and the
NCAA's in Detroit.

Lang cited the team's per
formance in these two meets as
being the measuriRl stick for this
year's team. He explained, "If we
can come out of the NCAA's with
a couple of really good perform
ances or a couple of All-Ameri
cans, I'll be very pleased with this
year's squad." Lang added, "I
don't look to do very well in dual
me_et_competition, but the team
will be peaking for the IC4A's and
the NCAA's."

Lang praised the team's per
formance last Saturday at Army
and especially the efforts of Jim
Peterson, Gordon Oliver, Tom
Stampiglia, Conrad Zink, Jack
Fultz, and John Hallinan for his
personal best in the mile.

In future events, Georgetown
will be represented at Madison
Square Garden's Milrose Games
on Jan. 31 by a mile and two mile

by John Cranston
"Rebuilding is over. The stu

dents in this school will be able to
say that our team is good",
declared Joe Lang, Hoya track
coach as he reviewed this year's
team earlier in the week.

Although the '75 harriers, led
by co-captains Jack Fultz and
Reggie Brandveen don't expect to
win very many dual meets, they
are looking forward to a pro
ductive season. Being comprised
of only thirty runners, the squad
is hampered When competing
against other teams which have
more depth.

It is for this reason, according
to Coach Lang, that the team is
unable to enter runners in many
events and, consequently, their
chances for high point totals are
slim.

The purpose of dual meets,
Lang said, will be to provide the
"competition" and "pressure
practice" necessary to prepare the

GEORGETOWN STATS AFTER TWELVE GAMES
G FGM FGA PCT FTM FTA PCT REB A PF PT AVE.

----------
Smith 12 72 196 .367 27 41 .658 46 37 31 171 14.2
Lynn 12 60 119 .504 18 25 .720 73 6 23 137 11.4
Jackson 12 46 103 .446 21 29 .724 29 25 35 115 9.5
Long 9 29 71 .408 8 11 .127 56 8 15 66 7.3
Wilson 12 42 97 .433 16 21 .761 106 25 36 100 8.3
Hopkins 12 32 61 .524 . 18 22 .818 89 3 19 84 7.0
Esherick 11 30 66 .454 11 14 .789 23 15 3 71 6.4
Thomas 10 25 54 .462 7 12 .583 16 13 21 57 5.7
McDermott 12 15 30 .500 8 14 .571 23 26 11 38 3.1
Yeoman 2 2 4 .500 1 2 .500 1 0 2 5 2.5
Brooks 7 4 8 .500 3 4 .150 6 1 9 11 1.5
Riley 10 7 28 .250 1 3 .333 10 27 23 15 1.5
Fitzgerald 3 0 0 .000 1 3 .333 0 1 2 1 0.3
TOTALS:

G.U. 368 851 .420 141 202 .698 495 179 234 817 13.0
Opponent 360 183 .460 135 201 .671 447 170 232 855 11.2

Results: (7-5) High Scorers High ~-!bou,!ders

G.U. 80 Upsala 58 Smith 22, Long 13 Wilson 11, Long 5
G.U. 80 Loyola (Md) 58 Jackson 13,Smith 12 Wilson 19. Lynn 7
G.U.77 Bonaventure 51 Smith 27, Long 18 Wilson 16, Lynn 10
Maryland 104 G.U. 71 Esherick 14, Lynn 12 Hopkins 10, Long 10
G.U. 79 E. Kentucky 69 Smith 25, Lynn 23 Lynn 13, Hopkins 11
G.U. 71 Syracuse 70 Jackson 21, Thomas 12 Wilson 12, Hopkins 9
Dartmouth 51 G.U. 56 Esherick 16, Lynn 16 Hopkins 10. Long 8
G.U.67 St. John's 63 Smith 24, Jackson 19 Long 13, Wilson 6
G.U. 90 Boston U.75 Jackson 24, Lynn 15 Hopkins 10, Wilson 7
Rand. Macon 84 G.U. 14 Smith 18,Wilson 16 Hopkins 6, Smith 6
Fairfield 76 G.U. 65 Wilson 25, Lynn 11 Wilson 12, Hopkins 5
Seton Hall 84 G.U. 67 Thomas 17,Smith 12 Hopkins 9, Long 8

Starting Monday, January 27th

The Student government Will
again provide

The Internship Referral
Program

This Semester the Congressional files
have been expanded and complete

Community Involvement placements
have been added.

Stop by G-I0 Healy or Call 625-3027
for information

EnroU in the School outside the gates
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IIWhat role does athletics play in
the educational development"

College Athletics:
The Money Bind

seem frighteningly imminent, is to
Faris somewhat too pessimistic.

Finally, for the "Big Daddy" of
the DC area schools, the University
of Maryland, the economic situation
hardly seems to be a telling factor.
Just now reaping the benefits of
their endeavor to embark on the
bigtime in collegiate athletics, the
Terrapins have raised their athletic
budget from $1 million in 1969 to
$2.5 million now, and are now
receiving dividends in the form of
national powers in both football and
basketball. Playing before packed
houses at home games in both these
sports, Maryland is meeting the eost
crunch by bringing in the income
necessary to support such programs.

However, athletic director Jim
Kehoe admits that attendance on the
road has been down, and this, more
than likely, is an effect of the
economy.

Seeing that the problem exists,
though like Faris feeling that Attner
overstates the case, Kehoe is striving

for "maximum marginal utility for
every athletic dollar spent." Again,
the most common procedures for
insuring this include stretching
equipment, scheduling road trips so
that two games can be played on
consecutive days in the same area,
and cutting down the costs -of
traveling in general.

What does the future hold for
collegiate athletics? Are they
doomed to be phased out to the level
of small-time, almost entirely intra
mural levels? Kehoe, for one, doesn't
think so, nor do any of the other
athletic directors interviewed. How
ever, Kehoe's reasons seem most
fascinating.

Sports, he feels, serve as an
escape, and people, in these troubled
times, need some kind of escape.
Though it may be time for schools to
tighten their belts not only in aca
demic expenditures but also in their
athletic ones, sports are something
whose demand seems permanent,
and whose maintenance seems as
sured. For those schools who can
support big time athletics, chances
are the crowds will always be there
to make these endeavors financially
feasible.

prices, this will mean that costs will
have to be watched more carefully.

Like GU, the Colonials will be
more frugal about traveling costs,
and GW teams, in Faris' words, "will
play closer to home." However, Faris
doesn't want to cut back on
equipment because of the safety
factor involved. •

An additional worry for George
Washington is that their new multi
purpose gym is nearing completion,
and though the 5,000 seat capacity
should allow for increased revenue
through increased attendance at
basketball games, the state of the
economy again plays an important
factor, since one of the first things
people will eliminate once they have
less money to spend is expenditures
on entertainment.

Faris, however, doesn't seem to
feel that this will play any role in
decreasing attendance, and is hopeful
that GW "can offer the type of team
that will bring people into the

IIMaximum marginal utility
for every athletic $ spent"

arena."
This situation can certainly be

contrasted to Georgetown, whose
facilities are so small that neither
football nor basketball can realisti
cally qualify as "money sports", and
therefore attendance at these sports
is not really expected to greatly
increase athletic revenues.

For Faris and GW, then, the
realization exists that changes must
be made, but they certainly aren't
panicking yet. The Attner warning
about the drastic changes which

However, such things as student
athletic fees or charges for use of
athletic facilities are neither popular
nor what the situation requires.

Indeed, what the situation does
demand is a certain amount of
pennypinching, or, euphimistically,
careful cost accounting. The cut
backs which Rienzo is employing,
and which he' hopes can stave off
more drastic cutbacks include re
ducing the number of games, cutting
down both the number and distance
traveled for road games, and using
cheaper modes of transportation
whenever possible. Additionally,
equipment will have to be stretched
so . as to get more years of service
from the same goods than previously
demanded and a reduction of gym
hours has been contemplated.

Of course, forced into a situation
where it is necessary to make
cutbacks simply to maintain the
same approximate level of athletics,
it is even more difficult to improve
those areas which may presently be

deficient.
"It's obvious that women at

Georgetown want competitive sports
and that they need more attention
than they are getting," says Rienzo.
"They're entitled to it." However, an
upgrade one aspect of the athletic
department, especially now, only
serves to complicate the situation
further.

For Rienzo, then, the task at GU
is to cut expenses so as not to affect
the overall quality of athletic ser
vices. The last resort would be
eliminating any program entirely,
and this is something Rienzo would
rather not think about just now.

Downtown, meanwhile, at George
Washington University, athletic
director Bob Faris expresses the
same sentiments as Rienzo. "All
departments at our university are
being cut back, and we11 have to be
one of them," he says.

Faris says that his expenditures
will be budgeted at the same level as
last year, but, with inflationary

by Sylvan Sobel
The most pressing issue in the

news these days, and the one which
seems to be in the forefront of all
political and financial decisions, is the
present state of our nation's eco
nomy. Naturally, the realm of
collegiate athletics is as affected by
the unstable economic situation as
any other field of interest, and it,
likewise, has not escaped the
dilemma of attempting to meet
inflated costs without corresponding
increases in revenue.

A recent article by Paul Attner in
the Washington Post voices the
concerns of many athletic directors
across the country that they will
soon be forced to take drastic action
to meet the rising costs of carrying
on well-rounded athletic programs.
With athletic budgets remaining the
same, or even being cut so as to fill
gaps in other aspects of the institu
tion's budget, many athletic direc
tors envision the time when such
drastic steps as one-platoon football

or scholarships awarded solely on the
basis of financial need may have to
be initiated, (or more properly)
re-initiated in order to keep up with
rising costs.

Some have even suggested that
certain sports may have to be
dropped entirely so as to maintain
the quality of the so-called "money
sports" i.e., football and basketball.
However, at the recent NCAA
athletic director's conference held in
Washington, such a move was held to
be discriminatory, and was therefore
rejected.

How are the athletic departments
at Georgetown and other Washington
area universities dealing with the
crisis of inflation? Frank Rienzo,
athletic director at Georgetown
seems to express the sentiment that
athletics are certainly not alone in
the quandry, and that the question
to be asked is, "What role does
athletics' play in the educational
development of the students?" Like
wise, a question which goes hand in
hand with this is, "Are we an
academic institution or an educa
tional one?"

"Where you have a situation with
increased costs and diminished or
even static resources, you have a
problem," Rienzo begins, "Natural
ly, cutbacks have to be made
someplace. Now, it is a matter of the
University establishing priorities."

In dealing with his own athletic
budget, Rienzo likewise must use the
priority system to decide how
inflation will be handled. Of course,
some solutions which have been
suggested include meeting the rising
costs by countering them with
corresponding rises in resources.
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ret Dolan, a clutch player.
When asked about the transi

tion from high school to the
inter-collegiate level, Coach Carr is
extremely pleased with the atmo
sphere here at Georgetown. While
the surroundings are pleasant, the
team is not without problems.
Chief among these is the perrenial
apathy concerning the Hoyettes,
within the student body. The
coach must wonder if support will
be forthcoming, or if the team
will be playing for freinds and
relatives. "At St. Anthony's we
played before packed houses all
the time, but I don't know what
to expect here", the coach com
mented.

The schedule, consisting of
eleven games, will be highlighted
by a doubleheader on February 4.
The Hoyettes will participate in
the opener against Mary Washing
ton College. The nightcap will
feature Federal City College op
posing the Australian National
Team in a contest televised from
McDonough. The Hoyettes' coach
deserves congratulations for the
event, as his efforts were instru
mental in arranging for the
Aussies to visit the Hilltop.

other events, is also a likely
performer to continue on to the
women's national championships
at Arizona State.

This marks the third year of
competition at Georgetown where
both male and female swimmers
have raced as members of the
same team. According to Baugher,
the Hilltoppers were among the
first teams in the nation with such
a makeup.

The accomplishments of the
swimmers ie of value since most of
the teams on the Hoya schedule
are scholarship-oriented. not a
luxury which the GU squad
enjoys. Coach Baugher has invited
all experienced and interested
students to take the plunge and
seek a position on the team for
the remainder of th« season.

The Hoyette Hoopsters open their cage season Saturday night against
their distaff counterparts from Mary Washington University. (Photo bV
Gerry Damskv).

Hoyettes Open With
New Coach at Helm

by Steve Friedman
Lost in the shuffle of George

town basketball stands the
Women's basketball team and
their coach, Francis Carr. For the
second time in recent memory,
the Hilltop has gone into the
District for athletic tuteledge
from St. Anthony's. The counter
part of Cage coach John Thomp
son, Carr has been involved in
women's basketball for the past
14 years at the High School level,
prior to beginning his freshman
campaign this year.

In discussing the current sched
ule, Carr says his first season will
be a fruitfull one. He expects the
Hoyettes "to finish at better than
the .500 level." A winning season
is no small accomplishment on a
team composed of just four
upperclasswomen and nine frosh.
As a comparison, last season the
squad finished with a disap
pointing 6-8 log.

The backbone of the team
forms around senior Brigid
Meagher. The four-year Hilltop
star will be joined this season by
sister Daria and junior Sheryl
Nemetz. Coach Carr also expects
fine performances by Mary Marge-

Howard, a squeaker over Loyola
of Baltimore and a strong debut
victory over Gallaudet College
brought the team undefeated
through the holiday season, with a
60-45 loss to Rider College on
January 18th being the only
setback.

Even though seven meets re
main on the schedule, Baugher
and his underwater undergrads
have also been looking ahead to
strong possibilities of gaining
individual post-season awards. The
team will probably send six
female swimmers to the Eastern
championship meet for women at
the University of Pennsylvania in
late February. Sue Polk, who
made quite a splash at last year's
meet by placing third in the
freestyle and qualifying in three

At the semester, the races for
top spots in overall dorm competi
tion have Second Harbin in the
lead in the men's followed by
First New North and Second
Loyola, and the women are led by
New & Old North followed by
Ellen Nash's Fourth Darnall.

Basketball is currently domina
ting the intramural scene, and in
the Dormitory League, Second
Darnall, Second Harbin and
Ryan-Maguire are all undefeated

(Continued on page 17)

Rider Swamps Swimmers,
Individual Honors Sought

by Jay Rosenstein

Starting off the second semes
ter after a month long vacation is
a tough task for most Georgetown
students, and the Hoya swim team,
according to coach Keats Baugh
er, is no exception.

The long layoff, coupled with
the lack of a suitable practice site,
has delayed team progress for
about a week longer than intend
ed. However, the return of diver
Liz King and record setting racer
Bruce Taten comes at a crucial
stage in the season with the more
difficult meets approaching.

The aquanauts have so far
managed a 3-1 record, this despite
being hard-hit by graduation and
the temporary losses of Taten and
King. A one-point conquest of

In addition to Georgetown's performance
on the court, the overall atmosphere at
McDonough certainly has left something to
be desired. When compared to other schools
with similar programs (Fordham, Syracuse,
Villanova, etc.) the scene at Georgetown has
often resembled a InQrgue over the past few
years.

These upcoming observations may seem
trivial, but they all add up to one thing: lack
of enthusiasm. A rather negative attitude
towards the basketball program is evolving
among many students on campus, and the
roots of this feeling may start as soon as one
enters the gym.

First of all, although some people don't
particularly mind, the cheerleaders are
seldom heard or even noticed at the games
and have little positive effect on the crowd.
As for musical background, would you
believe an ancient recording of the Hoyas
fight song? Many of the fans at McDonough
still can't, and even Fred Webb and the band
would receive a heroes' welcome back to
Georgetown.

Talk to anyone from John Thompson
down to Emmett Fitzgerald and they'll tell
you how much the crowd gets that little
extra adrenalin flowing. Georgetown is
trying to build a first class basketball team,
and although the Hoyas have not yet proven
themselves consistently, it's about time that
the fans along with all other aspects of the
total picture show a little class of their own.

Maryland on March 1. Schaefer
Brewing Co. will sponsor the
basketball and volleyball tourna
ments. Basketball will be held
April 6·7 at Maryland and volley
ball, which also has a cooed
division this year, will be staged at
Prince George's Community Col
lege.

As a result of the Schaefer
sponsorship, pro officials are hired
to referee the events, teams are
reimbursed for travel expenses,
and trophies and uniforms are
awarded to the two teams in the
finals. For the first time this year,
the champions from the women's
divisions will be included in the
playoffs to determine the uni
versity representative in the extra
mural playoffs.

For the many students who had seen the
Hoyas play over the Christmas vacation, last
Saturday night's beating at the hands of an
unspectacular Seton Hall team was very hard
to swallow. Georgetown's offense had not
been explosive thus far in the season, but
against the Pirates from New Jersey the
Hoyas were robbed of all their firepower.

When captain Jon Smith (who is still
bothered by a broken finger) could not hit
with any kind of consistency, Georgetown
seemed at a loss for offensive strategy.
Unable to penetrate the Seton Hall zone, the
Hoyas wasted precious time in the second
half by working the ball endlessly around
the perimeter. Often in frustration, forced
passes resulted in turnovers and an even
tually insurmountable Seton Hall lead.

With Smith's effectiveness still limited,
the key to the Hoyas' offense has to be the
inside game. Georgetown must get more
production out of Wilson, Long, and
Hopkins if they hope to conquer the zone
and put their season back on the right track.

***
According to one Hoya diehard, the best

penetration made all night against Seton Hall
was made by the Scottish dancers at half
time. The most recent in the never-ending
series of simply incredible Hoya halftime
shows ended their performance with a
triumphant march right through the Seton
Hall warmups, and in doing so drew the
biggest cheers of the night.

1M Competition Toughens,
Schaefer Hosts Extramurals

i
I J, ..

Intramural basketball action swings into its second half with races in all .
divisions still far from being decided.

Squeeze PlByIJack Shea

Welcome to the Follies

by Bob Labriola

"The intramural program here
at Georgetown has reached an
equilibrium as far as the number

. of participants goes, but the
quality of the program is on the
upswing as is indicated by the
decline of forfeits. "

This is how Greg Schulze
summarized 1the first semester of
intramural activity. He went on to
point out that while most fall
sports maintained their previous
levels of participation, soccer
entries were way up.

The DC Metropolitan Extra
mural Association has set dates
for playoffs in basketball, volley
ball and table tennis. The table
tennis toumament will be held at
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Larry Long, who ended the half
with twelve points.

Georgetown adequately stop
ped Eagle star Wilbur Thomas
from scoring inside by imple
menting a 2-3 zone defense with
the frontcourt of Long, Billy
Lynn and Ed Hopkins blanketing
the 6-6 forward. However, it was
the outside shooting of Calvin
Brown, Howie Kane and Jim
Neurohr who combined to shoot a
blistering 70 per cent from the
floor which kept .American in
front. In the second half, personal
fouls began to hurt Georgetown.
With 8:47 left, Ed Hopkins fouled
out after scoring 10 pts. and
helping to produce a 50-47
halftime lead. After the Hoyas
stretched their lead to six, Amen
can super-sub Donald Kelly count
ered with six unanswered points
to knot the game at 58 all. Fouls
continued to haunt the Hoyas as
Larry Long departed with 18
points and 3:14 remaining. After
exchanging pairs of free-throws
and with 1:30 left on the clock,
American held the ball for the last
shot, • 20 ft. jumper by Dante
Fulton that glanced off the back
of the rim.

Wilbur Thomas seemed to ice
the game in the firit overtime for
American by scoring five qUick
points to put American ahead,
66-61. However, Derrick Jackson
hit four pressure free throws, a
long bucket ann beautiful assist
to Wilson which tied the score for
the-fifth time at 72 all.

After Wilson was added to the
list of missing Hoyas, Wilbur
Thomas scored the clinching
basket on a turnaround jumper
with 39 seconds left.

~t Gerald R. Ford has agreed to ..". 85 Honorary Chairman of
the Georgetown University International Tennis Championships to be
held April 2-6 at McDonouF Gymnasium. (Photo by Rick Delmarl.

by Tom Bianco
In their best showing in the last

four games, the qeorgetown
Hoyas lost a heartbreaking 81-80
double-overtime decision to
American University last Wednes·
day night at American.

The culmination of a see-saw
battle occurred wheT' Billy
Thomas missed the first shot of a
one-and one situation with no
time left in the second overtime
period to give the victory to
American. With 28 seconds to go,
Georgetown worked the ball to
Thomas, who drove the baseline
and after missing his first shot,
snared the rebound and was
fouled as time ran out.

The game was a close one from
the start as the first half ended
with American on top, 35·33. The
Hoyas used • balanced attack with
the outside shooting of Craig
Esherick and Mike Riley com
pUmenting the inside moves of

GU Drops Thriller,
81-80 to Eagles

at least on paper. However, several
players on the Cross bench were
starters on the team that last year
upset the Hoyas in McDonough.

Two years ago, Merlin Wilson
enjoyed one of his greatest games
for Georgetown at Holy Cross.
Furthermore, recent games sug
gest that the Hoyas may have
overcome their inability to win on
the road. Still, Holy Cross has
been playing excellent basketball
of· late, and it will take a near
perfect effort for the Hoyas to
take the decision.

provide $25,000 in prize money
as compared with last year's
$10,000.

Another major boost to this
year's tourney is a TV package
with Stage Four Production Com
pany, an independent group
which will market the tourney to
stations around the US, most of
which are ABC affiliated. WMAL
TV, Channel 7 will provide local
coverage on a taped basis.

Tournament coordinator Aline
O'Connor has appointed an
eleven-member executive board to
handle matters ranging from pub
licity to ticket sales. The entire
tournament is student run, with
the anangements with the players
made through Bill Riordan, the
head of the International Players
Association.

Headlining the possible partici
pants are Jimmy Connors, Ilie
Nastase, John Newcombe, and last
year's winner, Vijay Amitraj.Jimmy Connon

news of Ford's acceptance adds a
tremendous amount of prestige to
the tournament, and should guar
antee its financial feasibility. Stu
dents of Georgetown Inc. is
currently negotiating with several
corporations for the sponsorship
of the tournament, which will

he is more comfortable at for
ward. Merlin Wilson's ability to
work against Halsey should be a
key factor in tomorrow's game.

To win in Worcester, the Hoyas
must overcome the total lack of
discipline that has plagued them
in recent games. The Crusaders are
an extremely patient team, work
ing the ball until a crack appears
in the opponent's defense. Such
cracks have been all too common
in the Hoya defense of late.

As for the bench, GeorgetQwn
should have a definite advantage,

Coming off a heartbreaking. cIoubl.ov.-time 81-80 defeat at the hands of Amelican University, the Hoyas
face the stiff chall..... of the Holy Cross Cruseclers tomorrow night in Worcester, Mass. (Photo by Joe
lapolskU.

lIieNastase

President Gerald Ford has accepted the honorary chairmanship of the fourth annual Georgetown
International Championships for the benefit of the Vincent T. Lombardi Cancer Research Center, student
government president Jack Leslie announced earlier this week. The tourney, which will pit the 16 top players
on the USLTA in the final event of their twelve week indoor season, will be held from April 2-6 in
McDonough Gym.

Neither Leslie or a source close
to Ford would say that the
President will definitely make a
personal appearance at the tourna
ment, although Leslie did express
a hope that the chief-executive
would occupy the presidential
box on the day of the final. The

Thompson's Cagers, 7-6, Face
Crusaders in Crucial Contest

but with the other four starters
averaging in double figures, not
too much is expected of him in
that regard. The other guard slot
is held down by Senior Joe
Carbelleira, a transfer from Ford
ham. Joe almost personally beat
Providence, missing only a last
second shot that would have won
the game.

At center, Holy Cross may be
suspect. Junior Marty Halsey does
well enough at that position, but

by Mark Quinn
The Georgetown Hoyas face

one of their toughest tests of the
season tomorrow night as they
travel to Worcester, Mass. to take
on the Holy Cross Crusaders. Holy
Cross is enjoying an excellent
season to date, having already
defeated such Eastern powers as
Fordham and Boston College.

Leading the Crusaders are two
freshmen forwards, Chris Potter
and Mike Vicens. The pair usually
share high scoring honors, and
despite a tendency to foul, show
few signs of inexperience.

In the backcourt, sophomore
Kevin McAuley runs the offense.
Kevin doesn't shoot too much,

Ford Accepts Tennis Chairmanship
Connors Headlines Pros in
USLTA Toumey April 2-8
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"Graduatecaucus nextweek
Plans have been firmed up for

the Graduate Caucus to be con
ducted the first weekend in Feb
ruary. Dr. Charles V. Kidd, an
executive secretary for the
Association of American Univer
sities, has accepted the invitation to
be principal speaker at the event,
which will take place on Saturday,
Feb. 1, and Sunday, Feb. 2, 1975,
at the Urbana Conference Center in
Urbana, Md. Dr. Kidd's topic will
be "Problems of Graduate Educa
tion and Professionalism in the 70's
and 80's."

Coordinates programs

Dr. Kidd is executive secretary
and director of the Council on
Federal Relations of the Associa
tion of American Universities. He
was formerly executive secretary of
the Federal Council for Science and
Technology (Office of Science and
Technology, Executive Office of
the President), concerned with the
coordination of the scientific and
technological programs of federal
agencies.

From 1949 to 1964 he was chief
of the Office of Research Planning
at the National Institute of Health
and its associate director for inter
national activities. He earlier was an
economist with the Council of
Economic Advisers, and executive
secretary of the President's Scien
tific Research Board.

He received the Rockefeller
Public Service Award in 1955 and
the Distinguished Service Award of
the Department of Health, Educa
tion and Welfare in 1964. He is the
author of numerous articles on
science policy and of the book,
American Universities and Federal
Research, Harvard University Press,
1960.

He has served as member and
chairman of a number of U.S.
delegations to UN, UNESCO and
OAS international conferences on
education, science and technology,
and has been a consultant to these
organizations. He has also been a
consultant: to a number of private
foundations, including the Ford
Foundation, Education and World
Affaim, and the National Founda
tion for Infantile Paralysis, and has
lectured at a number of universities

on matters relating to education,
manpower, migration, medical re
search and science and technology.

Dr. Kidd was educated at Prince
ton (A.B. in history in 1935, M.A. 
in economics in 1937); and Harvard
(Ph.D. in public administration in
1957).

Dr. Kidd's topic will be dis
cussed in greater detail by several
panels of members of the graduate
faculty and student body. A panel
on "non-academic professions for
academically trained persons" will
include Dr. Paul Holman, director
of .the Russian Area Studies Pro
gram; Mr. James Briggs, director of
the Career Planning and Placement
Center; and Dr. Herbert Maisel,
director of the Academic Computa
tion Center. Dr. Dorothy Brown,
chairman of the history depart
ment, and Dr. Patricia Curry of the
government department, will dis
cuss "Women's Role in Graduate
Education." Dr. Henry Veatch,
chairman of the Department of
Philosophy, and Dr. David Gold
frank of the history department
will speak. out : on where they
perceive education to be today: "In
the Tower or in the Streets."

Preparing for life
On the question of whether

graduate schools are actually pre
paring students for life, Assistant
Graduate School Dean Stephen
Cheston and Dr. Joseph Earley of
the Department of Chemistry, will
consider the proposition, "Goals of
Graduate Education: Theory or
Practice?" It is hoped that they will
be joined by Mr. Richard Irish, a
management consultant and vice
president of Trans Century Cor
poration. Graduate Dean Donald
Herzberg and Dr. Selma Mushkin of
the economics department will
discuss "the student's role in
graduate education," while the
academic community's impact on
world needs will be examined by
Dr. Andre Hellegers, director of the
Kennedy Center for the Study of
Human Reproduction and Bio
ethics; Dr. Evron Kirkpatrick of the
Department of Government, and
the Rev. Francis X. Wmters, S.J. of
the School of Foreign Service and
the Department of Theology,

comprising the panel on "Profession
alism and Social Responsibility."
At least two graduate students will
be members of each panel discus
sion, recording the proceedings, and
assisting with questions.

The caucus is scheduled to begin
at 11 a.m. Feb. 1. The principal
address will take place at one p.m.
after a buffet lUnch, with the rest
of the afternoon devoted to the
panel discussions. After dinner at
the Peter Pan Inn near the Urbana
property, Dean Herzberg will
address the group on graduate
education at Georgetown. A ques
tion and answer period will follow.
Sunday morning's presentation will
be reports on the panel pro
ceedings. The caucus will close at
11 :30 a.m. Sunday.

Transportation

Transportation from George
town (Healy Circle) to the Urbana
site will be provided by GUTS
buses, scheduled to leave at 10 a.m.
Saturday for those not driving to
the caucus. A return trip has also
been arranged on the buses. Parti
cipants who wish to stay overnight
at the conference center may do so
at a reasonable rate. They are asked
to provide their own bed linens and
towels, or bring a sleeping bag.

They should make arrangements in
advance either with the Graduate
Student Organization, at G-14
Healy (625-4050), or with the Rev.
Robert Judge, SJ, advisor to the
group, at 102 Old North
(625-4117). It is felt that the
ott-campus site for the conference
will be more conducive to open and
frank discussion in a relaxed and
congenial atmosphere. The con
ference building in which the
Georgetown group will convene is
an Ante-Bellum mansion. The white
columns on the front patio are
entwined with wisteria, and the
main drawing room is of a charming
colonial design with a large fire
place. A number of outbuildings on
the 14-acre estate can be examined
by history buffs. A map with
directions to the site can be
obtained from the GSO. Graduate
faculty and students planning to
attend should contact the GSO at
their earliest convenience. It is
hoped that attendance at this first
University-sponsored caucus will be
encouraging, and that there will be
a need for such conferences in the
future, where graduate students can
share valuable input with the
faculty. and administration in the
forward thrust of graduate educa
tion at Georgetown.
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Editor's note: The following two

articles are reprinted from a report
of the National Board on Graduate
Education that deals with the
purposes, problems and potential of
graduate studies.

The articles consider the role
that such education should play in
modern society and the problems
and issues confronting graduate
studies today.

The purpose and sosial role
of graduate education

During much of the recent discussion
and uncertainty surrounding graduate
education, there has been a tendency for
the fundamental purposes and social role
of graduate education to become ob
scured. In part, this condition is a natural
response to a period of transition and
adjustment, for as institutions evolve,
their functions and roles also experience
subtle alterations. However, graduate
education does perform certain essential
functions not performed by other institu
tions, and these functions will endure in
present or modified form through and
beyond the current period of dislocation.
In the spirit of the dictum that "men
require more often to be reminded than
to be informed," the following statement
of the Board regarding the purposes and
social role of graduate education is
intended to provide a helpful background
for consideration of the problems and
issues currently confronting graduate
education.

A central purpose of the nation's
graduate programs is to provide indio
viduals with advanced education in a
variety of forms and disciplines that is
essential to the pursuit of specific careers.
Historically, the education of specialists
has been the dominant form of graduate
education, providing individual students
with a thorough education in a discipline
and culminating, in doctoral programs, in
an independent research investigation
that advances the student to the frontier
of knowledge in that discipline.

Individuals with such education have
traditionally pursued one of several
well-defined career patterns. Many have
followed research careers within univer
sities, industry, government, or various
non-profit institutions. Others have
combined research with teaching in
colleges and universities. Still others have
chosen to devote themselves primarily to
undergraduate teaching. And many have
found careers in administration within
universities, the various levels of govern
ment, industry and private foundations.

In addition to educating students,
graduate schools also certify and grade
the attainments of students, in common
with all levels of education. By iden
tifying talented people through this

-... sorting and selecting process and helping
them to realize their potential, graduate
education contributes significantly to this
important social role of the educational
system.

Providing advanced education each
year te thousands of students from
abroad is another important facet of the
social role of graduate education. Many
of these foreign students return to their
home countries and assume positions of
leadership in government, universities,
and industry, using their skills to aid the
development of their nations. By eon
tributing to this process, graduate eduea
tion plays an important, if indirect, role
in international cooperation and develop
rr~nt.

Although the preceding discussion has
related the educational purpose of grad-

uate education to careers, It is important
to emphasize that a vital function of
graduate education is to allow Individuals
simply to pursue knowledge and inquiry
in response to curiosity and desire to
learn, an intrinsic value qulte apart from
occupational value. We should not lose
sight of this purpose through an excessive
concern with the supply and demand for
skilled manpower.

The production of knowledge
In addition to the education of skilled

individuals, a second broad purpose of
graduate education is the production of
new knowledge through research. The
process of producing a new Ph.D.
simultaneously yields an addition to
knowledge, for the Ph.D. degree is
awarded only after an individual has
completed a major research study. The
research experienced galned in the pro
cess of earning the doctorate is a vital
first step in the subsequent careers of
productive research scholars. In addition,
the prospective teacher-scholar gains and
understanding and appreciation of the
process by which new knowledge is
generated, which may enhance the
individual's subsequent teaching effective
ness.

Applying

resources
to social

problems
Apart from the doctoral student's own

contribution to knowledge and the
research experience imparted, the on
going process of graduate education also
contributes to faculty research as an
additional outcome. Graduate education
designed to develop a student's research
skills could not nourish in a setting
devoid of faculty research, and, in many
disciplines, the presence of graduate
students serving as research assistants is
essential to the production of faculty
research. Therefore, at the doctoral level,
the education of students and the
extension of knowledge through research
are truly joint outcomes, each benefiting
from the presence of the other.

In addition to research activity within
the disciplines, the modem university is
increasingly called upon to apply its
intellectual resources to the solution of
pressing social and technological prob
lems. Seeking the university's expertise,
federal, state and private agencies have
sponsored major mission-oriented reo
search projects involving faculty and
graduate students. In responding to
outside requests for research on specific
problems, the university has acquired a
significant social role in the practical life
of our society .

Although related to the educational
purpose of graduate education discussed
earlier, special notice must be given to a
third fundamental purpose of graduate
education-the preservation and trans
mission of knowledge. As the dominant
institution responsible for the education
of future college and university teachers,
the graduate school is central to the social
process by which our culture is preserved
and transmitted to successive generations.
Although increasing numbers of students
may seek graduate education as prepara
tion for other than teaching careers, the
vital role of graduate school as the

teacher of teacheD will continue to be of
central importance.

The quality of life in our society
In addition to the more specific

purposes of graduate education discussed
above, a central, although indirect,
purpose of graduate education relates to
the quality of life in our society. A
society committed to increlSed under
standing of nature, history. society, art
and the humanistic tradition is qualita·
tively different from a society lacking
that commitment. Modem civilization has
not only differed from other civilizations
in its technology' and political forms, but
also in its devotion to the advancement of
science and the cultivation of a
humanistic knowledge. The graduate
school is today the most vital center of
research, learning, and intellectual in
quiry. This institution, created in its
present form in the United States, has
been paramount in transforming this
country into the leading scientific center
of the world. Its essential nature is
sustained and its value is safeguarded by
its freedom to question, to extend, to
modify, to dissent from, or to discard
existing ideas, norms, beliefs, and values
on the basis of demonstrable evidence.
Therefore, changes in the scope or
function of graduate education should
reflect the graduate school's central role
in malntaining and advancing a scientific
and humanistic culture which is not only
a means to an end, but is an end in itself.

Current problems and issues
confronting graduate education

The National Board on Graduate
Education was established, in part, in
response to a series of problems that
threaten to diminish the capability of
graduate education to fulfill its purposes.
These problems can usefully be separated
into two categories, reflecting differences
in level of analysis and, hence, differences
in the relevant decision-making groups to
address these issues.

The first category encompasses prob
lems most appropriately examined at the
level of the total system of graduate
education, although decisions made at
this level clearly affect individual institu
tions. Problems in this category include
the labor market for highly trained
manpower, with particular emphasis on
trends of supply and demand for Ph.D.'s;
the rising costs and the financing of
graduate education; and the issue of
geographic and qualitative dispersion of
graduate schools and of students among
these schools. Each of these topics forces
the analysis to go beyond the individual
institution to the total system of graduate
schools and of students among these
schools. Each of these topics forces the
analysis to go beyond the individual
institution to the total system of graduate
education, while each institution sees the
local effects of these problems as changes
in an external environment over which it
exercises little control. In the absence of
enlightened policy at the system level, the
decentralized responses of individual
institutions to these systemwide problems
may appear perfectly rational to each
institution, but collectively may result in
an irrational outcome. (For example
each academic department may argu~
that its contribution to total Ph.D. supply
is too small to matter, but summed over
all departments, such arguments may
produce excess capacity.) In addressing
certain issues at this level, the Board
hopes to contribute to a better under
standing of the systemwide implications
of various policy decisions.

The second category of problems

involves issues properly Ituclled at the
level of the individual institution. Deei
sions regarding these problems are ape
propriately made within the institution,
for the problems are Internal to the
graduate school, although often influ
enced by external factors. In this
category are included such problems as
program effectiveness and relevance; the
relationship of graduate to undergraduate
education; equal opportunity in the
admission of students and recruitment of
staff; internal resource aDocation; and
imitation and conformity in graduate
education. The Board plans to address
several of these issues in a fashion
designed to help decisionmakers at the
institutional level, although recognizing

Ph.D
unemployment

• •
IS senous

problem
that unique factors at each university
must necessarily condition decisions at
that level.

Systemwide problems of concern to
the Board include the following:

The labor market for Ph.D:s
Newspaper headlines have spread the

word throughout the country that the
conditions of heavy excess demand for
Ph.Do's that marked the late 1950's and
much of the 1960's have changed
substantially in the last two to three
years, as the demand for Ph.Do's has
softened. Although unemployment rates
of Ph.Do's are well below national
averages, the serious problems of under
employment and disappointed career
expectations are growing. Moreover, the
value, of advanced education in many
disciplines declines rapidly if the indivi
dual is unable to pursue active work in
that field. In addition to these difficulties
being experienced by some new Ph.D.'s
entering the labor market and by a
somewhat larger number of older doc
torate holders, the longer run problems of
Ph.D. supply and demand have been set
forth in a series of projections that
conclude that the market for Ph.D.'s over
the next decade is not favorable.

Manpower projections can contribute
significantly to the formulation of wise
public policy, provided policy makers are
aware of the limitations that surround the
various projection techniques. The Board
believes, however, that some policy
decisions are currently being made
without an awareness of these limitations
and thus wishes to sound three caution.
ary notes.

First, the science of forecasting man.
power requirements is stiD in a primitive
stage of development. An examination of
the history of past forecasts indicates that
unforeseen changes in the economic and
social environment have rapidly rendered
most forecasts obsolete. Economist Mark
Blaug, a leading expert in this field,
observed in a recent survey of the
techniques of manpower forecasting that:

At present, forecasts of manpower
requirements cannot be made with any
reliability beyond periods of three to
four years-and even three-year fore
casts have frequently proved inac
curate-and yet the time perspective of
almost all manpower forecasts is as
long as ten to fifteen years.
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job market & its social role
Second, several factors poin,t to the

danger of possible overraction to the
curreatly. depl'8lled muket for Ph.D.'..
The Board is concerned that some
policy-makers at the federal and state
levels are ignoring or are unaware of the
important distinction between manpower
projections and predictions. As Allan
Carter has written, " ... one should draw
it careful distinction between projections
and predictions; the fonner may illustrate
the consequences of current trends and
thus serve to alter the course of events."
There is considerable evidence that
studnets and graduate institutions are
reacting to the recent projections, sug
gesting that the future supply of Ph.D.'s
will be considerably less than projected.
We must guard against the pendulum
swinging too far in certain nelds.

A second factor that may contribute
to possible overraction is the fact that
Ph.D. production is a multiple-year
process, and the effects of current
policies will not be totally clear for
several years. The cyclical instability .9f
such a lagged, phased-response system has
been well documented in the work of
Richard Freeman; labor markets for
many types of highly-educated manpower
have historically oscillated between over
and under-supply. Decisionmaking that
ignores this feature of the labor market
will almost certainly tend toward error.

The Board's third cautionary note is
that although most of the aggregate
projections for Ph.Do's agree that the
labor market forecast for the next decade
is not favorable, this tells us very little
about the field-by-field supply and
demand for doctorates. Thus, current
policies may lead to future shortages in
certain fields accompanied by excesses in
other fields.

Given these cautionary comments on
the general limitations of manpower
forecasting, however, the Board does
believe that the specific forecasts of
diminished future academic demand for
Ph.D.'s, based largely on demographic
considerations, are broadly accurate. This
suggests that an increasing percentage of
new Ph.D.'s will be employed in the
nonacademic sectors of the economy,
and, for this reason, expansion of
traditional doctoral programs oriented
toward the academic market does not •
seem warranted at this time.

To increase understanding of the issues
that surround manpower projections, the
Board has begun a critical review of the
various projection techniques, pointing to
the areas that need additional study.
Further, the Board is exploring research
possibilities designed to disaggregate the
analysis of supply and demand for highly
educated personnel on a field-by-field
basis. With the availability of more
refined data and analysis, it may be
possible to anticipate changing labor
market conditions and speak with greater
confidence regarding the efficacy and
wisdom of alternative courses of action.

The rising costs
The rapidly rising cost of all levels of

higher education has become a matter of
intense national concern and has rendered
the debate regarding the proper way to
finance this cost all the more acute and
pressing. As the reputedly most expensive
sector of higher education, apart from
medical education, questions of cost and
financing are of particular concern to
graduate education.

The question, "Who should pay the
cost of graduate education?" is related to
the labor market problem, since it was
the shortage of Ph.D.'s during the 1950's
and 1960's that provided a major
justification for massive federal fellow-

ship and tnlneesbip support for graduate
students. 'lbil support haa been drama
tically reduced in the last four years, with
the total number of federally supported
graduate students declining from 51,446
during ftscaI year 1969 to 22,121
estimated for fiscal 1972. Furthermore,
only an estimated 2,673 new federal
awards were funded during rascal 1972.
The present policy trend toward reduced
federal fellowship support seems to be
based on two propositions: (1) the
current excess supply of Ph.Do's sharply
reduces the need for continuing federal
subsidy and (2) a belief that the benefits
of graduate education are captured
exclusively by the individual, implying
that the individual and not society should
bear the fuli cost of attaining that
education.

A variety of complex issues surrounds
both of these propositions. Turning first
to the question of costs, the Board is
concerned by simplistic references to
"full cost pricing" since these imply that
we know how to determine full costs
accurately at the graduate level. The
conceptual difficulties involved have been

Reductions in
financial

support hurts
'prestigious'

institutions
carefully outlined in the recently corn
pleted GRAD COST STUDY sponsored
by the Council of Graduate Schools and
the National Association of College and
University Business Officers. This study
warned against applying naive measure
ments to the costs of graduate education,
because the process of graduate education
involves the joint products, research and
education, discussed earlier in this paper.
Cost determination is further complicated
by the fact that graduate students,
themselves an input to the graduate
education process, frequently serve as
instructors of undergraduates within the
same institution, thereby lowering the
costs of undergraduate education. How
ever, despite these conceptual problems
that render cost analysis difficult, the fact
remains that graduate education tradi
tionally has been heavily subsidized and
that principle is currently being chal
lenged.

In general, the questions of financing
the cost of graduate education revolve
around who should pay (students'!
parents? state government? federal gov
ernment? business?) and what form
financial aid should take (student loans?
teaching assistantships? research assist
antships? fellowships? traineeships? in
stitutionally awarded or awarded to the
student?). In the past a variety of these
forms of support has been used to
support students in graduate education. A
coherent, long-range policy toward stu
dent support, based on sound conceptual
analysis and empirical evidence was (and
is) lacking. A sound policy must include
the following efficiency considerations:

(1) evidence regarding the presence or
absence of social benefits of graduate
education not captured by the individual
student;

(2) the effect on student choice of the
pricing policies placed on graduate
education by the university;

(3) the implications for finance of the
mobility of human beings, for the human
capital created by investment in graduate
education may not remain within the
state that supports the training.

In addition to efficiency considera
tions, a sound policy of student support
must also reflect the following equity
considerations:

(1) access to graduate education by
the underprivileged, minority groups, and
women;

(2) the regional distribution of grad
uate' schools, with the implied impact of
the regional economy and access by
regional residents.

Furthermore, the issue of institutional
support must be considered, for the
process of graduate education requires
that the university provide teachers,
laboratories, libraries, computers, special
ized journals, space, and research equip
ment, all of which must be financed from
some source.

A number of issues surrounding the
financing of graduate education are in
need of careful analysis and research. The
Board supports proposed studies dis
cussed at the recent conference of the
Board on Human Resources to investigate
the presence (or absence) of social
benefits associated with higher education
as a basis for policy determination.
Careful analysis of the mobility of
Ph.Di's, focused upon the implications
for state versus federal financing, and
study of the differential effects of the
various forms of student aid are also
needed. The Board gives these issues high
priority and is in the process of preparing
a report that sets forth the conceptual
issues, empirical evidence on current
trends, and suggestions for further reo
search.

During the past decade a major
national commitment was made to the
creation and support of multiple "centers
of excellence" in graduate education.
President Johnson's Executive Order of
September 13, 1965, asserted that every
region of the country should be served by
excellent graduate schools. This ft'deral
thrust matched the interests of most
faculty members, university adminis
trators, and many state legislators, and
thus the growth and increased support of
new or expanded doctoral programs were
set in motion. Recent developments now
point to a series of related policy
problems springing from this source:

(1) the labor market problems for
Ph.D.'s, referred to above, raise questions
of overcapacity;

(2) recent reductions in federal and
private support for graduate education
appear to have had a relatively greater
adverse impact on the "prestigious"
graduate institutions, causing many of
these schools to reduce new graduate
enrollments with subsequent redistribu
tion of graduate students to the less
developed schools, these developments
suggest the need to investigate whether
the average quality of graduate education
is being affected adversely;

(3) concern and confusion regarding
the appropriate way to proceed exist in
many quarters, exemplified by the recent
New York Regents' one-year moratorium
on all new graduate programs in the state
of New York.

These concerns raise the basic question
of how many graduate programs the
nauon needs in the long run, and what
governmental policy should be toward
geographic distribution of graduate
schools and allied resources.

The National Board on Graduate
Education believes that geographic dis
tribution is a fundamental problem facing
graduate education that requires careful

Minorities
need access
to graduate

education
study and, ultimately, a policy recom
mendation. The research issues that relate
to this question include the regional
impact of a graduate university, the
quality of graduate education, the quality
of undergraduate education, the careful
estimation of the nation's long-run need
for educated manpower, questions of
"critical mass" in graduate education, and
careful study of the particular needs
served by the different institutions.

Problems at the institutional level of
concern to the Board include the
following:

Program effectiveness and relevance
This broad topic encompasses a variety

of specific issues, but the overriding
question involves the degree to which
legitimate demands on graduate educa
tion are currently being met. We need to
know to what extent the mix of programs
provided by graduate departments is
determined by conditions such as ex
cessive faculty concern for "academic
prestige" which may render the programs
unresponsive to social demand. Con
versely, we must also determine whether
some of the demands addressed to
graduate schools are inappropriate or
unjustified. Exploration of this central
question should illuminate the following
specific problems:

(1) The undergraduate curriculum in
many colleges and universities is currently
undergoing major change-r-open enroll
ments, elimination of general education
courses as well as traditional majors and
specific course requirements, "ex
periential education," field study, inde
pendent study, and various forms of
affective learning. When students with
this background enroll in traditional
graduate programs, a SIgnificant fraction
find the programs to be rigid, overly
specialized, and not relevant to their
needs. The pressures being created by this
mismatch of student interests and the
nature of graduate education call for
sensitive study to guide the process of
adjustment necessary for both graduate
school and student.

(2) Some business and industrial
employers have expressed a dissatisfac
tion with what they perceive to be the
narrowness and inflexibility of many new
doctoral recipients. Similarly, many
Ph.D.'s have found nonacademic employ
ment to be limiting and parochial. Since
nonacademic employment of doctoral
degree-holders is likely to increase. the
articulation between curricular content
and employment opportunities must be
explored,

(3) Two-year community colleges are
an expanding sector of higher education
and might be expected to absorb growing
numbers of Ph.D.'s in faculty positions.
There is evidence, however. that many
community colleges are reluctant to
employ traditionally educated Ph.D.'s
because of an alleged-mismatch between
the teaching-oriented nature of the job
requirements and the research orientation
and aspiration of most Ph.D.'s. It is

Continued on page 4
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more sophisticated fashion than we
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faculty memben in many colleges and
uniwrsities continue to press for such
programs. Some of the incentives for
faculty to be associated with doctoral
education' are evident, e.g., status, pre
stige, professional advancement. How
ever, more subtle factors may be
involved. We need to understand in a

The overwhelming majority of faculty
members in the United States are white
males. It is unlikely that this accurately
reflects the distribution of talents requir
ed for teaching and research in the
population. Conditions must be created
to assure access to graduate education for
minority members and for women. In
addition to access, these individuals must
have the financial resources and the type
of graduate environment that provide
them with a reasonable opportunity to
complete the degree program. Those who
join college and university facilities must
be assured equal opportunity for pro
fessional advancement.

Although there is ample reason to
question the need for additional doctoral
programs of the traditional variety,

Minority students

Continued from page 3
important to study the nature of this
perceived mismatch to determine whether
(and how) graduate programs should be
restructured to meet the needs of the
two-year college.

Continued debate and controversy
surround the nature of the relationship of
undergraduate to graduate education
within the university. Some assert that
the relationship is mutually beneficial
because faculty quality and productivity
are enhanced by the presence of graduate
students, with these benefits also accruing
to undergraduates. Economically, the
relationship is deemed beneficial to the
total university since graduate students
serve as teaching_ assistants, thereby
lowering the cost of undergraduate
instruction, while providing a means for
graduate student financial support.

However, critics have challenged this
view by asserting that graduate programs
often gain a stranglehold over the
undergraduate programs, in both educa
tional and economic terms. Professors are
said to devote their time primarily to
graduate students, ignoring the under
graduates, with resources shifted inter
nally from undergraduate to graduate
programs. Although this debate is by no
means new, a reappraisal of this rela
tionship is warranted.

Directions to Urbana
Conference Center

From Georgetown take Canal
Road toward Chain Bridge, but do
not cross to Virginia. Continue on
Canal Road to the Beltway (Inter
state 495). Take 495 north to
Interstate 70S. Follow the signs to
Frederick. About six miles before
Frederick, exit to the Maryland 80'
(Urbana-Buckeystown) exit. Follow
exit signs to Urbana along Maryland
Route 80. You will pass an Exxon
station on the left and St. Ignatius
Loyola Church on the right.

At the junction of Routes 80
and 355 turn right, continue about
one-third mile. Just before Route
80 splits to the left- and 355
continues straight, turn sharply to
the left into a private drive, with
the name Stancioff on the mail
box.

Driving time: 45-50 minutes.

Editor's note: As a service to the
graduate school community, the
Conservator prints the following
nine suggestions for students seek
ing financial assistance.

1. Submit the GAPSAFS ap
plication or the Student Financial
Statement to the address listed on
the forms for possible grants.

2. Go to your home town bank
for information on state guaran
teed or federally insured loans.

3. Go to Georgetown's Financial
Aid Office for a loan. It is located
in Room G-03, basement, White
Gravenor Building.

4. Get a job. Contact your
departmental chairman to find out
what positions, if any, are available.
Fellowships are restricted to full
time Ph.D. candidates and Master's
program candidates in English,
Demography, Latin Areas, and
Foreign Service.

5. Contact the Georgetown
University Library for any possible
job openings.

6. Contact the Georgetown
University Non-Academic Personnel
Office, located in St. Mary's base
ment. On campus job opportunities
for students, on either a full- or
part-time basis, are occasionally
available during the year. Job
application forms are kept on file in
this office.

7. Contact the Center for Career
Planning and Placement, located at
1316-36th Street, NW, for addi
tional part-time job listings:

The center maintains lists of
available openings for part-time,
temporary and summer jobs; the
listings change daily and encompass
a wide range of jobs from baby
sitting and bartending to research
and market surveys. Most of the
jobs are not on the campus; they
are with private business organiza
tions, federal and local govern
ments, Capitol Hill offices and
non-profit and research groups in
the metropolitan area. Every effort
is made to help students find work
in their field of interest, as this
often helps them clarify their career
goals.

~. Individual Job Search Efforts:
Since increasing numbers of stu
dents are seeking part-time employ
ment and there are only a limited
number of employment opportu
nities available through the above
sources at any given time, students
are strongly urged to conduct their
own independent job search cam
paign. Opportunities are there for
those who search them out. For
advice and assistance with job
search techniques consult the Cen
ter for Career Planning and Place
ment.

9. Read the Want Ads in the
Washington Post and Evening Star,
and pound the pavement.


